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Abstract
Recently there has been a rapid growth of research interests in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
(MANETs). Their infrastructureless and dynamic nature demands that new strategies be
implemented on a robust wireless communication platform in order to provide efficient endto-end communication. Many routing algorithms have been developed to serve this purpose.
This thesis investigated Multi-Meshed Tree (MMT) algorithm, an integrated solution that
combines routing, clustering and medium access control operations based on a common
“multi-meshed tree” concept. It provides the robustness and redundancy inherent in mesh
topologies and uses the tree branches to deliver packets. MMT is the first of its kind that
enables a single algorithm to form multiple proactive routes within a cluster while supporting
reactive routes between different clusters. Recent published research and simulations have
shown its favorable features and results.

To explore the MMT algorithm’s novel feature in real systems against simulation
work, this work adopts Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) as the platform for wireless
system implementations. Full hardware and various System-on-Chip Hardware-Software
designs are developed and studied, providing a design practice that contributes to low-cost
system development in the field of MANET by utilizing the evolving FPGA technology. The
results show that the MMT-based systems functioned accurately and effectively; in all
proposed test scenarios they demonstrated many of the features that a desired MANET
routing algorithm should have: high transmission success rate, low latency, scalability, few
queued packets and low overhead. The results give valuable insights into the MMT
algorithm’s performance and facilitate its future improvements.
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Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are comprised of a set of autonomously selforganizing, self-configuring wireless mobile nodes operating in a distributed manner to
form a network without depending on any fixed infrastructure. To establish data
transmission between two end nodes, typically multiple hops are necessary due to nodes’
limited transmission range [1]. Nodes in such network move arbitrarily, causing rapid and
unpredictable topology change. This mobility feature of MANET nodes makes its routing
scheme development very challenging.
Due to MANET's non-infrastructure feature, this type of network is highly suited
for use in situations where a fixed infrastructure is not available, not trusted, too
expensive, or unreliable [2]. No detailed planning, installation, or wiring is needed, so
MANETs can be deployed with minimum user intervention. Furthermore, MANETs
could be stand-alone, or be attached to the Internet, thereby extending traditional
networks’ coverage and interconnectivity [2] [3]. As a consequence, MANETs are
expected to become an important wireless networking resource, providing a wide range
of applications in the shifting landscape of computing and communication.
Mobile ad hoc networking has been researched intensively for military
applications where infrastructureless and decentralized network configuration are an
operative advantage or, in some cases, a necessity [1] [2]. In emergency services,
MANETs could play an important role in scenarios like search-and-rescue operations or
replacement of fixed infrastructure in the case of environmental disasters [1] [9]. In
commercial sectors, examples of MANET applications are vehicle-to-vehicle
communication and robotic communications [2].
Establishing connectivity and discovering routes among the nodes in a MANET is
a serious challenge due to dynamic topologies as nodes move. To facilitate networking
and communication among the nodes in a MANET, many routing protocols have thus
been investigated [1] [2] [9]. The goal of MANET routing protocol is to provide a robust
1

and connected mobile wireless network where every node in the network can act as a
router to help in the routing process and forward data in reaching a final destination. A
routing protocol based on a Multi-Meshed Tree (MMT) algorithm combines the
advantages of clustering and hybrid routing. Simulation results from different MANET
scenarios with MMT clustering and routing have provided very promising outcomes,
such as high success rate, low end-to-end latency and scalability [5] [6]. The MMT
algorithm has novel features to address many of the challenges in a MANET and thus a
valid candidate to be implemented and explored further in real systems.
Various wireless networking development kits are available in the market to
provide standard platforms for users who want to build and develop wireless nodes and
test in real life situations. However, these kits are usually costly and not flexible for
research or applications that have more customized needs. This thesis work was
prompted by the lack of published results concerning the issues associated with the
implementation of MANET routing protocols on custom platforms such as FPGAs (Field
Programmable Gate Arrays).
FPGA as a platform to be used in implementing wireless ad hoc protocols is
rarely studied and explored. FPGAs have been employed in many applications, including
digital signal processing, aerospace and defense systems, ASIC (Application-Specific
Integrated Circuit) prototyping, medical imaging, and cryptography [20] [43]. Traditional
FPGA development process involves custom digital circuits design using schematic
based techniques, or HDL (Hardware Description Language) such as VHDL (Very-HighSpeed Integrated Circuits Hardware Description Language) or Verilog, or any
combination of these methods. Recent explosion of integration has led to more widespread use of FPGAs as embedded resources. Thus, Systems-on-Chip (SoC) with
embedded processor resources form an interesting option for the implementation of
wireless communications systems. By programming the FPGAs into microprocessors,
they can provide the flexibility of adapting themselves to various applications.

1.2 Research Objectives
The proposed work aims to create a fully functional MANET system targeting on FPGAs
using the MMT-based clustering and routing algorithms. The designed system and the
2

MMT protocol were evaluated and analyzed to contribute. Furthermore, FPGA platform
as an approach for implementation of wireless ad-hoc protocols was investigated and
discussed.

1.3 Research Contributions
This thesis contributes towards both MANET research and FPGA System-on-Chip
hardware-software co-design application. The investigation of MMT MANET is
accomplished by implementing a fully functional system based on the MMT algorithm
and CSMA/CA as the medium access control protocol. The network performance is
evaluated by results in a lab setup. The MMT-based system contributes to the wireless
ad-hoc protocol implementation practice. It could serve as a study case of FPGA’s
applicability as a design platform for MANET systems. Design, implementation, and
performance evaluation of different approaches utilizing FPGA are explored, including
full hardware and hardware-software co-design approaches. These studies demonstrate
the system’s performance properties to guide future work.
The efforts provide a practice that contributes to low-cost, and potentially lowpower, high-performance system development in the field of MANET by utilizing the
evolving FPGA technology. By implementing hardware-software MANET systems,
design cycle and complexity are reduced and system debugging environment design is
made easy. The flexibility of the design methodology opens the opportunity for
investigating the MANET application in the real world. Those efforts also enable further
research of MANET protocols and their design and implementation practice.

1.4 Structure of This Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive
overview of the most relevant aspects of MANET routing algorithms in the context of
this thesis. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical background of the Multi-Meshed Tree
(MMT) algorithm.
The MAC Layer design for the MANET is addressed in Chapter 4. It includes a
brief survey of medium access control protocols for wireless ad hoc networks, the
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proposed MAC protocol for MMT-based system, and the specially designed MAC
protocol used in our implementation.
Chapter 5 presents the technological platform and the development tools
employed throughout this thesis, including transmitters and receivers, hardware
platforms, software platforms, design technology and tools, and debugging environment.
In Chapter 6, different approaches and methodologies to implement MMT-based
protocols utilizing FPGAs are explored and illustrated. This mainly includes a pure
hardware approach and hardware-software SoC co-design approach.
The performance evaluation of the MMT-based system is discussed in the first
section of Chapter 7, and then the chapter continues to compare different MMT system
design methodologies on FPGA. Assessment of FPGA as a design platform for MANET
systems is examined and investigated at the end of Chapter 7.
The Thesis concludes with Chapter 8, which summarizes the thesis contributions
and identifies topics for future research.

4

Chapter 2

Review of MANET Routing Protocols

2.1 General Aspects
The dynamic nature of MANET makes design of its routing algorithm/protocol challenging.
A well-designed routing algorithm should address many challenges such as node mobility,
dynamic topology, limited bandwidth and limited energy. In other words, routing protocols
for MANET have to adapt quickly to frequent and unpredictable topology changes and also
be resource-aware. They have to provide robust and efficient end-to-end communication.
Additionally, the protocol should also handle scalability issues in MANET as the number of
mobile clients increases.
Since the widespread availability of wireless communication and handheld devices,
research interests in mobile ad hoc networking has grown rapidly. A number of MANET
routing algorithms and protocols have been proposed and researched [1] [2] [16] [34] [41].
This chapter discusses a set of MANET routing protocols described in the literature. It also
provides the necessary technical background for MMT routing algorithm.

2.2 Classification of MANET Routing Protocols
To give an organized review, classification of MANET routing protocols are important.
Classification can help researchers and designers to understand distinct characteristics of a
routing protocol and find its relationship with others.

2.2.1 Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid Routing Protocols
One of the most popular methods to categorize MANET routing protocols or algorithms is
based on the route computation technique. Depending on how routing information is
acquired and maintained by mobile nodes, MANET routing protocols can be divided into
proactive routing, reactive routing, and hybrid routing [1].
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Under proactive routing protocols, also named "table-driven" protocols, mobile
clients continuously evaluate routes to all accessible clients and attempt to maintain
consistent, up-to-date routing information and network topology, so that a source node can
obtain a routing path immediately when DATA packets need to be sent [8]. Whenever
change occurs in the network, respective updates must be propagated throughout the network
to notify the change [8]. Proactive routing protocols usually use two sorts of updating
methods: periodic updates and/or event-driven [9]. Because mobile clients proactively update
network topology and maintain a route regardless of the existence of data traffic, the
overhead of proactive routing protocols is usually high [1]. Typical proactive MANET
routing protocols are Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP), the Destination Sequence Distance
Vector (DSDV), and the Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [1].
Under reactive routing protocols, also named "on-demand" protocols, routing paths
are searched, determined and maintained only when source nodes require sending data to a
particular destination node. A route discovery operation normally involves sending route
request packets through the network. When a route has been found, a route reply packet is
sent back to the source node. Reactive protocols can be further divided into source routing
and hop-by-hop routing [9].
In a MANET, active routes may become stale due to node mobility. As a result, route
maintenance is an important operation of reactive routing protocols. Compared to the
proactive routing protocols, reactive routing protocols have less control overhead and better
scalability in MANETs [1]. However, because source nodes may suffer from long delays for
route searching before they can forward data packets, the delivery latency is high. Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) and Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) are
examples for reactive routing protocols for MANETs [1].
Hybrid routing protocols attempt to combine the merits of both proactive and reactive
routing protocols [9]. Typically, hybrid routing protocols for MANET exploit hierarchical
network architectures. A hybrid routing protocol, such as MMT explained in this work,
provides improved scalability [8]. Besides MMT, other examples of hybrid routing protocols
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are the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), Zone-based Hierarchical Link State routing (ZHLS),
and Hybrid Ad-hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) [8].

2.2.2 Uniform and Non-uniform Routing Protocols
The role each node has in a routing scheme could be used as criteria for MANET routing
protocol classification. Thus, MANET protocols can be classified as uniform routing
protocols and non-uniform routing protocols [1].
In a uniform routing protocol, all mobile clients are equally defined by having the
same role, importance, and functionality. Consequently, flat network structure is usually
assumed in uniform routing protocols [1]. In contrast, under non-uniform routing protocols,
some selected clients perform distinct management and/or routing functions than others, and
distributed algorithms are exploited to select those special nodes. Generally, non-uniform
routing approaches are related to hierarchical network structures to facilitate node
organization and management [1] [17]. Non-uniform routing protocols can be further
categorized into zone-based hierarchical routing, cluster-based hierarchical routing, and corenode based routing, depending on the organization of the mobile clients within the network
[17].
In zone-based routing protocols, mobile clients are organized into different zones by
different zone constructing algorithms [12]. For instance, clients’ geographical information
can be used to form zones. In some zone-based routing protocols, specific nodes operate as
gateway nodes and carry out inter-zone communication [1] [4]. The Zone Routing Protocol
(ZRP) and Zone-based Hierarchical Link State routing (ZHLS) are zone-based hierarchical
routing protocols [12].
In cluster-based routing protocols, critical clients are elected as cluster heads, and
then mobile clients are grouped into clusters based on those cluster heads [15]. Cluster heads
take the responsibility for membership management, intra-cluster routing and inter-cluster
routing functions. Multi-Meshed Tree (MMT), Cluster head Gateway Switch Routing
(CGSR), Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) are examples of cluster-based MANET routing
protocols [1].
7

Both zone-based and cluster-based routing protocols segment the whole network.
Mobile clients in the same zone or cluster communicate with each other with smaller cost
compared to maintaining routing information for all nodes in the whole network. This
technique effectively reduces the overhead for routing information maintenance [16].
In core-node based routing protocols, special nodes are dynamically chosen to
compose a "backbone" for the network [8]. The “backbone” clients carry out special
functions such as routing paths construction and control/data packets propagation. CoreExtraction Distributed Ad Hoc Routing (CEDAR) is a typical core-node based MANET
routing protocol [8].

2.2.3 Topology-based and Location-based Routing Protocols
MANET routing protocols can also be divided into topology-based and location-based
routing protocols. This classification method is particularly popular in Vehicular Ad-Hoc
Networks (VANETs), a subclass of MANET [21].
Topology-based routing protocols use information of the routing links that exist in the
network to perform packet forwarding. All the routing protocols discussed previously are
topology-based. Route establishment and maintenance is always the core of those protocols
[1].
The recent availability of inexpensive GPS or geographical locating systems makes it
possible for mobile clients to access geographical information technically and economically.
Many location-based routing protocols are developed by following this trend [22]. Locationbased protocols resort to location services to obtain a destination’s position information to
perform packet forwarding [21]. Particularly, because the routing decision at each node is
based on the destination’s location contained in the packet and its neighbors’ location,
location-based routing does not require the establishment and maintenance of routes [22].
Location-based routing protocols are based on the assumptions that clients know their
geographical location and their one-hop away neighbors. Location-based routing protocols
have two aspects: location services and forwarding strategies [1] [21]. Location service is
used for source client to determine destination’s position which will be included in DATA
8

packet’s destination address. Well-known location services schemes include Distance
Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM), Quorum-based Location Service (QLS),
and Grid Location Service (GLS) [22]. At the beginning of a message delivery, source node
has the location of the destination node, the location of itself, and the location of its one-hop
neighbors. Generally, packet forwarding involves each node sending the packet to its onehop neighbor that makes most progress towards the destination without flooding [1]. Greedy
Packet Forwarding (GPF), Restricted Directional Flooding (RDF) and Hierarchical Routing
(HR) are such notable forwarding strategies [22].
While topology-based routing protocols try to use and find available paths to forward
messages to the corresponding next hop, location-based routing protocols forward the
messages to the closest neighbor towards the destination. The speed of topology-based
routing protocols is generally faster because they are bit computations versus geometric
computations. Due to the indoors locating devices’ inaccuracy and their deployment
difficulty, location-based routing protocols are not applicable at present [8]. However, with
the advance of the GPS technology, it may become an important alternative option for
MANET routing.

2.2.4 Tree-based and Mesh-based Multicast Routing Protocols
In MANETs, some applications require mobile clients to communicate by sending a single
copy of messages to a group of members, such as video-conferencing, co-operative work, or
replicated database updating and querying. Instead of sending the same message multiple
times by source to each destination separately, which is done by unicast routing protocols,
multicast routing protocols have the capability to deliver the message to a group of
destination clients in a single transmission. Multicast transmission generally is more effective
compared to unicasting in supporting group communications [8]. WRP, DSDV, and DSR
belong to a unicast routing category while MMT and AODV are examples of multicast
routing protocols [8] [9].
All of the classification methods mentioned previously apply to both unicast routing
protocols and multicast routing protocols in MANET [1]. However, there are several
9

classification methods particularly used for multicast routing protocols. One of the methods
is based on how distribution paths among group members are constructed. According to this
method, existing multicast routing approaches can be categorized into tree-based multicast
routing and mesh-based multicast routing [8]. Another classification method is based on how
the multicast groups are maintained in the highly mobile environment, and it can be achieved
by a soft state approach or a hard state approach [1].
Tree-based multicast routing protocols establish and maintain a shared multicast
routing tree structure to deliver messages from source to receivers of a multicast group [18].
The construction of a multicast tree can be accomplished either from the source (sourceinitiated) or receiver (receiver-initiated) [1]. Multicast Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
protocol (MAODV) and Ad hoc Multicast Routing protocol utilizing Increasing id-numberS
(AMRIS) are examples of well-known tree-based routing protocols [1]. In contrast, meshbased multicast routing protocols build and sustain a mesh structure that contains a collection
of interconnected nodes to deliver packets from source to destination. The On-Demand
Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) and Core-Assisted Mesh Protocol (CAMP) are meshbased multicast routing protocols proposed for MANETs [1] [8].
One of the important differences between tree-based and mesh-based routing
protocols is that tree-based protocols only provide a single path between senders and
receivers, which leads to higher multicast efficiency, but more fragile to link failures; while
mesh-based protocols may provide multiple paths, which provide more robustness than treebased protocols, but they require a higher effort in mesh structure maintenance [1]. However,
the concept of tree-based and mesh-based routing protocols could easily be integrated
together, so that a hybrid multicast protocol could take advantages of both tree and mesh
topology in the MANET. MMT, AMRoute, and MCEDAR are such hybrid protocols [1] [9].

2.3 Concluding Remarks
The above categorization cover the basic important aspects and characteristics of MANET
routing protocols or algorithms. Other minor classification methods are also available. These
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methods could be metrics used for routing path construction, level of power-awareness, and
multi-path or single-path.
Multi-Meshed Tree routing algorithm, by the above discussed classification
standards, is a topology-based, proactive and reactive hybrid, tree-based and mesh-based
hybrid, and non-uniform hierarchical (cluster-based) multicast mobile ad hoc routing
algorithm. It has many unique features and advantages which will be introduced in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

The Multi-Meshed Tree Algorithm

3.1 Introduction
The Multi-Meshed Tree algorithm is a MANET routing mechanism that combines
clustering and routing functions together. Compared to previously developed MANET
routing mechanisms, MMT has several inherent advantages in solving many challenges
that MANET faces nowadays, including robust connectivity, scalability, adaptability to a
highly dynamic network environment, and Quality of Service (QoS) [25].
Many techniques are researched to address scalability, and MMT adopts two
popular techniques: clustering and hybrid routing [5]. The concept of MMT algorithm
can be summarized into three main aspects [25]:
1. MMT Cluster Formation: Mobile nodes in MANET form themselves into
multiple clusters of configurable sizes with an elected cluster head in each cluster.
2. Intra-Cluster Proactive Routing: Set up proactive routes without flooding within
the same cluster as the clusters are formed.
3. Inter-Cluster Reactive Routing: Discover reactive routes for mobile nodes across
clusters without flooding route discovery messages.

3.2 The MMT Routing Algorithm
3.2.1 Cluster Formation
The first step of cluster formation is to elect an appropriate cluster head for each cluster.
Multiple principles can be employed in the cluster head election process, such as mobile
node IDs, credentials, power level, MAC address, and the number of neighbors [26].
Because this work does not focus on the strategies in electing cluster heads, the cluster
head is pre-selected and remains for the whole duration in the MMT-based system test
scenarios introduced in Chapter 7. Once the cluster head is chosen, the mobile nodes
around it are able to form a mesh tree network.
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In a single cluster, the cluster head is the root or logical center of the local mesh
tree network [5]. Cluster formation is the process that mobile clients decide (request) to
join a cluster head for reasons such as better signal. In MMT, only cluster heads are
authorized to decide whether the requesting client should be in its cluster, based on rules
such as pre-defined maximum cluster size or maximum requesting client’s distance from
itself.
In an MMT network, each mobile client uses two formats of IDs: Unique
Identifier (UID) and Virtual Identifiers (VIDs) [5]. Each client has only one predetermined UID that distinguishes itself from other clients in the network. However, each
client could have multiple VIDs, and each VID is assigned by the cluster head during the
cluster formation process and contains information such as the client’s position in the
cluster, hops from the cluster head, and routing information. Multiple VIDs indicate
multiple routes between this client and the cluster head.
Figure 3.1 explains the cluster formation process in a three-nodes cluster scenario.
Node A has a UID = 100 and is elected as cluster head (CH). To simplify the model,
assume they are all within each other’s transmission range. Since Node A is the cluster
head, it will initiate the cluster formation by broadcasting (advertising) its VID which is
identical to its UID, shown as Figure 3.1 (1). Node B “hears” the broadcast
(advertisement) and sends a request to join Node A. Node A approves the request and
will allocate a VID = 1001 to B. By comparing CH’s VID = 100 and Client Node B’s
VID = 1001, it is easy to identify that Node B is only one hop away from Node A, and
MMT uses tree structure terminology to define their relationship: Node A is the parent of
Node B, and Node B is the child of Node A. MMT allows the parent node to limit the
number of its one-hop child nodes to reduce the traffic bottleneck at the parent node.
Once a parent node accepts a child, it will allocate the child a VID that is its own VID
appended with a unique single digit integer, such as Node B’s new VID 1001. Thus, all
the VIDs in clusters inherent a corresponding cluster head’s ID, which is used to identify
which cluster the mobile node belongs to.
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Figure 3.1: Cluster Formation and VID Establishment
Once a mobile node is registered with VID(s), it is eligible to broadcast its own VID(s) so
that other mobile nodes can join. After Node B advertises its VID, Node C “hears” the
advertisement and requests to join Node B. Node B follows a similar practice in
assigning a VID to Node C, so Node C acquires VID = 10011. MMT algorithm requires
all the mobile nodes within a cluster register with the CH, and the cluster head keeps and
updates all the VIDs and routing information in its cluster. In this case, Node C still needs
to register its new VID with Node A via Node B. After successful registration, links are
established between Node B and Node C. Node C is two hops away from Node A, and
one hop away from Node B, as shown in Figure 3.1 (2) (3).
In Figure 3.1 (4), since Node C is within the transmission range of Node A, it will
directly join Node A with a VID = 1002. After Node C advertises this VID, Node B
could register with Node A via joining Node C, resulting VID = 10021. Hence, there are
two routes to deliver packets from Node A to Node C: Node A -> Node C (VID 100 ->
VID 1002) and Node A -> Node B -> Node C (VID 100 -> VID 1001 -> VID 10011). In
case Node B is disabled, redundant routes still allow successful packet delivery from
Node A to Node C.
In an effort to optimize cluster topology and reduce overhead, several rules are
established in MMT [5]. The first one is to limit a mobile client's maximum hops from
cluster head. In the MMT-based system design, a maximum of 5 hops are allowed, and
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this could easily be achieved by limiting the number of appended digits in the allocated
VIDs. The second rule is set to limit the maximum number of mobile clients in one
cluster, such as a limitation of 10 in this work. By this rule, a cluster becomes more
manageable and balanced. The last rule is that each mobile client is allowed to have
multiple VIDs, which indicate multiple routes within the cluster to promote the routing
robustness. However, to prevent routing loops in the meshed tree, mobile clients would
never join a VID that is derived from its own.
Figure 3.2 summarizes the algorithm for MMT cluster formation and link
establishments. Cluster head plays the central role during the process – it tests the validity
of the registered VID and maintains the information of the clients within the cluster and
their VIDs. Each mobile client, on the other hand, updates and maintains its own VID
list, as well as its child clients' UIDs and VIDs that are related to itself [5].
Due to the mobility in MANET, links between clients may break from time to
time. To keep the links dynamically updated, MMT employs several mechanisms to
achieve this goal. Firstly, disconnect packets are used. Every time a node drops its VID, it
will send out a disconnect packet to prune affected child VIDs. When other nodes receive
the disconnect packet, they would drop the VID and formulate a new disconnect packet
to prune its affected child VIDs. At the end, all affected VIDs and links will be
successfully removed [27].
Another mechanism, which is utilized in the MMT system design, involves VID
timers. At each mobile client, a timer is attached to every VID. When a client receives a
neighbor’s VID list in the advertisement, it compares the list with its own VID list and its
child VID list. If any of the neighbor’s VID is the client VID’s parent or in client’s
children VID list, the associated timer will be reset. Because every client periodically
broadcasts its VID list, its links with neighbors will stay active as long as it is still in the
neighbor’s transmission range. If after a certain time period, a client does not receive a
particular neighbor’s advertisement, the timers of its VIDs that are related to this
neighbor would be expired, and all the expired VIDs will be eliminated from the VID list.
In the meantime, the client builds up new links with new neighbors to keep its VID list
updated. Thus, MMT gracefully accommodates network changes rapidly and effectively.
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For each neighboring node’s broadcast packet,
• Get the worst_VID (with most hops) from my VID list;
• Obtain neighbor's VID_List but exclude:
- VIDs whose number of hops >= my worst_VID’s number of hops;
- VIDs which are derived from any VIDs in my VID list;
• Locate the Best_VID (with least hops) from remaining neighbor's VID list
• Store neighbor's children list size information (NGH_children_size)
• Store cluster head’s client list size information (R_clients_size);
If (NGH_children_size<max_children && R_clients_size<max_client
Best_VID.no_hops< Worst_VID.no_hops)
Derive a new_VID from Best_VID;
End if;
If (my VID list size >= max_VIDs)
Clear Worst_VID from my VID list
Clear all VIDs that are derived from my Worst_VID from all lists
End if;
Add new_VID to my VID list;
Add new_VID to neighbor's children list;
Add new_VID to root's clients list;
End For;

&&

Figure 3.2: Algorithms Outline for Cluster Formation and Link Establishment in MMT
The concept of MMT cluster formation is implemented by the communication among
nodes through three packets: “Broadcast Packet”, “Registration Request Packet” and
“Registration Reply Packet”.
The Broadcast Packet is the advertisement sent periodically by the cluster head or
the mobile clients that registered with VIDs. The advertisements include the node’s UID,
the node’s VID, its children size, and the cluster size information. All the nodes within
the transmission range of the broadcasting node will utilize the packet’s information and
check whether they meet the requirements to join the broadcasting node, based on the
cluster formation algorithm shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. If they meet the
requirements, they will reply the broadcast source node with a Registration Request
Packet.
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Figure 3.3: Broadcast Packet (Advertisement) Processing Flowchart
The broadcasting node firstly receives the Registration Request Packet from the
requesting node and decides whether to approve or deny the request based on the MMT
algorithm. If deciding to approve the request, the broadcasting node may become the
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parent of the requesting node. Consequently, it will attempt to allocate a VID and forward
the Request Packet to the cluster head for further registration approval. The cluster head
will determine whether to accept the requesting node into the cluster and make a final
decision to approve or deny the request. If deciding to approve the request, it will update
its client’s information and send a Registration Reply Packet with a positive acceptance
flag back to the broadcasting node. The broadcasting node will update its child’s VID
information and forward the packet to the requesting node, and the requesting node will
update its own VID list. Therefore, a communication link between the requesting node
and the broadcasting node is built. If the request is denied, the cluster head also sends
back a Registration Reply Packet but marks the acceptance flag as negative; the
broadcasting node will abandon the trial allocated VID and forward the negative flag
Reply Packet back to the requesting node.
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 demonstrate the flowchart of how clients process the
“Registration Request Packet” and “Registration Reply Packet”. These figures especially
explain the criteria employed in deciding whether to join the cluster and whether to
approve or deny the registration request.
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Figure 3.4: Registration Request Packet Processing Flowchart
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Figure 3.5: Registration Request Packet Processing Flowchart

3.2.2 Intra-cluster Proactive Routing
Once links among multiple mobile clients are established within a cluster, a DATA
packet can be delivered from one to another. The traditional MMT algorithm makes the
cluster head the center of the topology, so that all intra-cluster data traffic must pass
through it. Recently an improved MMT algorithm makes intra-cluster routing more
efficient: packets do not have to go through the cluster head if it has better routes between
the source and the destination. Due to the timing of this work, this thesis adopts the
traditional intra-cluster routing approach.
VIDs inherently contain the route information from/to the cluster head to/from
cluster clients, indicated by the sequence of appended digits. For instance, in Figure 3.6,
Node I has a VID = 100421, so the possible routes from Node I to CH Node A would be
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VID 100421 (Node I) -> VID 10042 (Node G) -> VID 1004 (Node F) -> VID 100 (Node
A). The number of appended digits also suggests the hop number of the route. By using
this VID scheme, proactive routes are established as the clusters are formed.
Figure 3.6 shows an established cluster. The clients B, C, D, E and F are within
the transmission range of the cluster head A and all have a one-hop VID. Multiple
neighbors may result in multiple VIDs in some of the clients, which represent multiple
routes to increase robustness of the route structure, as mentioned before. Among the
multiple routes, one of them will be used as a primary route. Solid arrows and straight
dashed arrows in Figure 3.6 entail the primary routes and secondary routes respectively.
The primary routes are usually the ones that have the shortest distance from cluster head
(the fewest digits in the VIDs), and it will be the prime route choice as an effort of
achieving optimized and effective routing. If the Node J moves in the direction indicated
by the curved dashed arrow, it may lose the primary routes via connectivity with Node E,
but it is still connected to other clients in the cluster via Node H. At the same time, clients
continually listen to activities of their neighbors to acquire new and better VIDs and
remove the stale routes.

Figure 3.6: Intra-cluster Proactive Routing
If two nodes within the same cluster intend to exchange messages (DATA packets), the
DATA source will firstly seek to route the message to the cluster head by its primary
route; Then the cluster head will decide an appropriate route (usually the shortest
route/primary route) to deliver the message to the destination, since cluster head stores all
the route information within the cluster. Take an example of Node K sending a message
to Node H: the message will firstly go along with Node K’s primary route to reach Node
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A via Node C. Node A, the cluster head, checks Node H’s VID and decides to take the
shortest route to transit the packet to the destination via Node F. Figure 3.7 demonstrates
the DATA packet intra-cluster routing processing flowchart at each client.

Figure 3.7: Data Packet Processing Flowchart
Through VID scheme, intra-cluster routing is simple, robust, and efficient. Because
proactive route formation is an integral part of the cluster formation, and no routing
tables or states are required at cluster clients when route information is carried in the
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VIDs, MMT significantly reduces overhead of building and maintaining routes within the
cluster. This innovative approach is the first of its kind to the best of our knowledge [5].
It is worth being noted that in MMT, VIDs substitute MAC addresses as the
scheme for message forwarding [5]. MAC addresses become unnecessary because VID
consists of all the functional information needed for forwarding messages. Take an
example shown in Figure 3.8 that when a cluster head (VID = 100) is ready to send
messages to Node X, it will locate the VID of Node X, which happens to be “100234”.
Then the cluster head encapsulates the payload, sets the source VID to its own VID and
the destination VID to “100234”, and transmits the packet. The packet will be picked up
by a node which has VID 1002, because the node recognizes from the destination VID
that the destination node is a child node along its branch. This will be repeated until the
message is received at Node X.

Figure 3.8: Frame Forwarding Flow

3.2.3 Inter-cluster Reactive Routing
When a cluster head receives a DATA packet from one of its mobile client to a
destination that is not within its cluster, reactive inter-cluster route exploration is needed.
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As an effort to address scalability in a large size ad hoc network, multiple clusters
could be formed according to MMT algorithm. Different clusters are allowed to overlap,
as shown in Figure 3.9. For example, Node K, Node B, and Node P are overlapped
clients shared by two clusters: one of the clusters is under CH Node A and the other is
under CH Node L. Similarly, Node G is the overlapped node of three adjacent clusters.
Those nodes that belong to different clusters are named as bordering nodes; they play an
important role of connecting clusters and enhancing overall connectivity in the network
through the multi-meshed tree concept [5].

Figure 3.9: Inter-cluster Reactive Routing
According to MMT algorithm, bordering nodes need to register their multiple VIDs with
all involved cluster heads. For example, when Node G gets VID 10561 from cluster head
Node U, it registers that VID with both cluster head Node A and Node L. This way,
cluster heads are aware of the bordering nodes and their connections to other clusters;
thus, the bordering nodes could be used to forward packets to an adjacent cluster [6]. This
mechanism is also helpful in reducing flooding when route discovery is required for
inter-cluster communication, because the cluster heads only forward the request to the
bordering nodes [5].
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Inter-cluster reactive routing will be explained by an example of Node J sending
DATA packets to Node De, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. In order to communicate with
Node De, Node J sends out a route discovery message with destination UID information
(De) to its cluster head Node A. Node A recognizes that the final recipient is not in its
cluster, it will record its UID in the “route record” field of the discovery message and
forward the discovery message to adjacent clusters via bordering Node B and Node H.
Bordering nodes B and H will further forward the discovery packet to their other cluster
heads L and U respectively. Because the final destination De is not located within those
two clusters, Node U and Node L will forward the discovery message once again to their
adjacent clusters after recording their VIDs in the “route record” field. Two route
discovery messages may finally reach cluster head Node J, and Node J recognizes the
destination UID and forwards the route discovery message to Node De. Recorded route in
the route discovery message will be “A -> U -> J” and “A -> L -> J”. Route reply from
Node De to Node J follows the recorded path reversely as identified by the clusters, since
the route information only includes the clusters along the way, not all forwarding nodes.
Consequently, the route between Node J and Node De is only decided by the three cluster
heads, instead of all the mobile clients. This “loose source routing” technique could
greatly reduce the possibility of route failure, and also enables VIDs’ redirection
capability [5]. For example, after route exploration, Node J sends DATA packet to Node
De by choosing one of the discovered route (for example, Node A -> Node L -> Node J
route), but at the same time Node P is disabled and lost all of its VIDs. However, DATA
packet still could find an alternative route to navigate to Node L through other links,
making MMT inter-cluster routing much more resilient to client mobility.

3.3 Theoretical Evaluation of MMT Framework
MMT algorithm provides effective solutions for many challenges that MANET
routing confronts nowadays, such as addressing scalability of the ad hoc network,
minimizing overhead of building and maintaining routes, and providing robust
connectivity among clients [25]. The VID scheme plays a significant role in achieving
these goals. MMT uses the simple VID scheme (1) to define mobile client’s connectivity
in the clusters; (2) to form hierarchy multi-meshed tree network topology; (3) to carry
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proactive route information and reduce complexity of maintaining routing tables and the
MAC address scheme; (4) to avoid route loop formation; (5) and to be used for both
routing and forwarding. The VID scheme is an innovative approach that offers
comprehensive and simplified clustering and routing functionality [8].
At the same time, the MMT routing algorithm presents several advantages
compared to other MANET routing protocols. The advantages are:
1. The fundamentals of the MMT algorithm are built on the knowledge that
hierarchy helps address scalability in large wireless ad hoc networks [6].
Proactive protocols, such as DSDV, are greatly impeded by their inability to
scale, while reactive protocols’ effort to scale leads to exponential delay in setting
up routes, as seen in AODV and DSR [25].
2. MMT algorithm is also based on the theory that hybrid routing with proactive and
reactive components helps in reducing routing overheads [5] [6]. However,
compared to MMT’s local recovery to handle link failures, OLSR requires
resending the updated link information, and AODV has to rediscover routes if the
cached routes are stale, where notably introduces large overhead.
3. MMT uniquely combines tree and mesh topologies, so that it could provide the
robustness and redundancy inherent in mesh topologies and uses the tree branches
to forward packets [25]. This results in the availability of multiple non-stale
routes and localized repairing of routes, which facilities dynamic adaptation to
node mobility and unreliable wireless environments. In contrast, proactive
protocols, such as DSDV, do not cater for multiple routes. Therefore, their
performance is greatly affected by Link/Node failures and high mobility [5].
4. Inter-cluster reactive routes only carries the cluster head VIDs by adopting a
“loose source routing” concept, so that the routes are not impacted by the
dynamics of the intermediate nodes that are forwarding. This important feature is
missing in many other MANET protocols [8].
5. MMT’s clustered approach, route selection, and traffic prioritization capability
make its application-specific configurability possible [6]. Configurability is a
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feature lacking in most protocols that allow its algorithm to cater to specific
application requirements.
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Chapter 4

MAC Layer Design for MMT System

4.1 Introduction
Media Access Control (MAC) protocol design is key in wireless networking. The MAC
layer in communication networks is responsible for providing addressing and channel
access control mechanisms that make it possible for a number of terminals or network
nodes to communicate within a multiple access network that incorporates a shared
medium [28]. When several terminals attempt to transmit frames at the same time, a
collision may occur and consequently frames will be corrupted, so the MAC Layer
should prevent failing transmissions by breaking the chances that different nodes in one
network start to transmit simultaneously.
Besides the above basic requirements for MAC protocols, additional MAC layer
properties are desired in a MANET environment. Firstly, a well-defined MANET MAC
protocol should be energy efficient to extend the network lifetime due to the applications
of MANET. Secondly, a MAC Layer protocol should promptly adapt to the node
mobility and network topology changes in MANET, without needless overhead [29].
The simple, standard, and effective mechanism to achieve above goal is CarrierSense Multiple Access (CSMA). In wired computer networks, devices are able to listen
to the media during their transmissions and employ CSMA with collision detection
(CSMA/CD). However, wireless devices could not listen to their own transmissions to
detect collision, so failing transmissions can only be identified after their reception. Thus,
CSMA with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is utilized in a wireless network
environment.
CSMA/CA is the commonly-used standard to avoid collisions of wireless
messages in normal 802.11 network configurations [32]. CSMA/CA could be concluded
into following five most important aspects [32]:
1. Carrier sensing - listening before talking;
2. DATA-ACK handshaking to infer collisions;
3. Collision avoidance by RTS-CTS handshaking;
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4. Inter Frame Spacing and Distinguished medium access priorities
5. Collision avoidance by exponential back-off algorithm.

4.2 MMT System MAC Layer CSMA/CA Algorithm
4.2.1 Carrier Sensing – Listening Before Talking
The basic of CSMA involves the concept of carrier sensing before transmitting (listening
before talking) [32]. If a terminal desires to transmit a frame, it will check the availability
of the wireless channel. If the channel is busy, terminal will defer the frame transmission
to a later time; otherwise, the frame may be sent.
There are two carrier sensing mechanisms - physical carrier sensing and virtual
carrier sensing. In CSMA/CA, both carrier sensing mechanisms are used. Physical carrier
sensing depends on the physical layer to detect the channel availability by detecting the
transmission medium’s activity. Virtual carrier sensing, on the other hand, is the logical
carrier sensing at the MAC Layer. Under this mechanism, some packets will announce
the duration of its current transmission and its related following transmission. The
duration information is named Network Allocation Vector (NAV) [32]. All stations
within a node’s transmission range will read the NAV located in the MAC header, learn
how long the channel will be used for this data transmission, and wait for NAV units of
time before the next transmission, as shown in Figure 4.1. Virtual carrier sensing is an
enhancement of the physical carrier sensing.

4.2.2 DATA-ACK Handshaking to Infer Collisions
Because wireless devices cannot detect collisions when they are sending out data,
transmissions can only be identified as successes or failures after their reception [33].
Receipt of an acknowledgement (ACK) could serve as an indication that no collision
occurred and its transmission was successful. If the sender does not receive the
acknowledgement, it will retransmit the fragment until the acknowledgement is received,
or throw away the fragment after many continuous unsuccessful retransmissions.
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4.2.3 Collision Avoidance by RTS-CTS Exchange
To avoid transmission collisions, CSMA/CA uses request-to-send (RTS) and clear-tosend (CTS) handshaking to request and reserve the medium for unicast packets.

Figure 4.1: RTS-CTS Handshaking Mechanism
Figure 4.1 illustrates the RTS-CTS mechanism: after the source station obtains the
privilege to access the channel, it will send a small sized RTS packet to its intended
recipient prior to its data packet transmission to announce the upcoming transmission. If
the recipient is within the transmission range and senses that the medium is available, it
will send a CTS packet in reply to indicate that it is ready to receive data from the source.
The RTS and CTS frames not only reserve the radio link for transmission, but also
silence other stations beyond the source and destination by virtual carrier sensing. Only if
the source receives the CTS packet correctly, it is allowed to transmit the DATA packet.
Once the DATA packet is successfully received by the destination, an ACK packet will
be sent back to the source to confirm the DATA transmission. If the source never
receives CTS or ACK from the destination, it will try to restart the process by sending
another RTS frame.
In most wireless environments, exchange of short RTS and CTS frames before
data transmission is sufficient to reduce collisions and adequately increase bandwidth
utilization. Additionally, it also helps to deal with hidden node problem [32].
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Figure 4.2: RTS-CTS Exchange Solving Hidden Node Problem
Consider the hidden node scenario shown in Figure 4.2. Node A and Node C both have
the capacity to transmit to Node B, but they are out of each other’s transmission range.
Without the RTS-CTS exchange, when Node A and Node C both want to send a DATA
frame to Node B concurrently or during the other’s transmission, they cannot “hear” that
the medium at Node B is busy, consequently DATA frames get corrupted. Instead,
because RTS and CTS are short frames, they have much less chances of getting corrupted
at Node B than the DATA frames. Therefore with RTS-CTS exchange, if RTS arrives at
Node B successfully, Node B only sends CTS to one source terminal – either Node A or
Node C – and blocks the other terminal’s transmission. If RTS is corrupted at Node B,
both source nodes will not receive CTS and will wait for a random number of slot times
before they try to send RTS to Node B again. Theoretically, the RTS-CTS mechanism is
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generally successful in resolving the hidden nodes problem in a network with a small
number of terminals [36].

4.2.4 Inter Frame Spacing and Medium Access Priorities
There are three main types of frames being transmitted in MANET [32]:
1. Data Frames, which are used for data transmission;
2. Control Frames, which are used to control access to the medium, for example,
RTS, CTS, and ACK;
3. Management Frames, which are transmitted to exchange management
information, for instance, routing information. Unlike data frames, management
frames are not forwarded to upper layers. In MMT, management frames include
the Broadcast Packet, Registration Request Packet, and Registration Reply
Packet.
Different types of frames have different priorities to access the transmission medium
[32]. Inter Frame Spacing (IFS) is introduced to provide a priority access mechanism
whereby certain types of frames are able to preempt other frames [37]. Besides, it ensures
all frames are spaced in time such that they will be received as distinct frames [37]. Four
IFS intervals are defined: SIFS, PIFS, DIFS, and EIFS, with SIFS the shortest and EIFS
the longest. Table 4.1 shows the meaning for each type of IFS and their application
scenarios.
Table 4.1: Different IFS Types and Application [4]
IFS
Type

IFS Type Full Name

Priority Rank

Frames Applied

SIFS

Short IFS

Highest
Priority

PIFS

PCF IFS Point Coordination
Function Spacing
DCF IFS –
Distributed Coordination
Function Spacing
Extended IFS

2nd Priority

ACK, CTS, Poll
Messages and Poll
Responses, CF-End
PCF Operation Mode
(Beacon, Retransmitted
Poll Messages)
DCF Operation Mode
(back-off, RTS)

DIFS

EIFS
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3rd priority

Lowest
Priority

After detection of
erroneous frame

For example,, ACK packet has the highest priority for accessing the medium in a wireless
network.. Thus, a terminal should wait for SIFS before it intends to send ACK packet, as
illustrated in Figure 4.1.

4.2.5 Collision Avoidance by Exponential Back
Back-off
off Algorithm
Besides RTS-CTS
CTS handshaking, back-off
off is another mechanism in CSMA/CA that can
help to resolve contention between different terminals that share the same medium and
are willing to access the medium at the same time [32]. The basic concept of this
mechanism requires each terminal to choose a random number in an evenly distributed
range [0, CW-1)
1) and wait for this number of “slot time” before accessing the medium.
m
At
the same time, it checks whether a different station has accessed the medium [32]. In
IEEE 802.11, time is slotted in a basic time unit as “slot time
time”.. The range [0, CW-1)
CW is
called the contention window, from which a random number is chosen to determine the
back-off
off duration. The initial contention window upper limit is

. After each

transmission, if collision is detected, the contention window size wi
will
ll double until it
reaches the maximum value CWmax.. Then, the terminal will start to resend the packet
with a random back-off
off period from a larger contention window.

Figure 4.3:: IEEE 802.11 DCF Back
Back-off algorithm
gorithm and Message Transfer
Figure 4.3 illustrates the process of DIFS and back-off
off control. When a terminal
initiates a transmission, it has to wait and “listen to” the medium for a continuous DIFS
interval. If any other node accesses the channel during this time
time,, the terminal must defer
its transmission to the end of the current transmission, try to wait
ait for continuously DIFS
again before starting the back
back-off process. Back-off
off procedure continues when the
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channel is idle and freezes when the channel is busy. Back-off resumes from the freeze
when the channel becomes idle again for more than DIFS. The terminal begins to
transmit the packet when the back-off ends. Thus, through the back-off mechanism,
collision is less likely to occur when terminals want to access the medium
simultaneously, and it also improves the fairness of medium access among terminals.

Figure 4.4: CSMA/CA Flowchart
The 802.11 standard defines the Exponential Back-off Algorithm that must be applied to
the following scenarios [32]:
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-

If the station senses the medium before the first transmission of a packet and the
medium is busy;

-

After each retransmission;

-

After a successful transmission.

The comprehensive CSMA/CA mechanism flowchart is explained in Figure 4.4. In
this work, the MAC layer algorithm has to be compatible with the specific MMT-based
system design requirements. Table 4.2 summarizes the specifications of how the MMTbased system in this thesis applies medium access prioritization to each packet type.
Table 4.2: Specification of Medium Access Prioritization in MMT-based System
Packet Type
Broadcast Packet

Medium Access
Priority
2nd

Registration
Request Packet &
Registration Reply
Packet

2nd

Data Packet

-

RTS Packet

2nd

ACK & CTS Packet

1st

MAC Layer Control
(1) The terminal only keeps one and the
newest broadcast Packet to send;
(2) Broadcast Packet will be sent
periodically;
(3) Do not need ACK;
(4) DIFS priority - free medium for
continuously DIFS;
(5) With Back-off mechanism.
(1) Requires ACK;
(2) With DIFS Priority and Back-off
mechanism to send;
(3) Wait for ACK after transmission. If
timeout, retransmit packet for up to 3
times.
(1) RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK process;
(2) Only allowed to be sent after receiving
CTS;
(3) Before sending DATA packet, wait
SIFS;
(4) Requires ACK in response; if timeout
resend RTS; retry for up to 3 times.
(1) With DIFS Priority and Back-off
mechanism to send;
(2) Requires CTS in response. If timeout,
retry to send packet for up to 3 times.
(1) Wait SIFS, send;
(2) Short control frames - No
feedback/ACK needed.
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According to IEEE 802.11, the relationship among “slot time”, DIFS, and SIFS are
determined by the wireless technology being used in the system. Due to the fact that
MMT System physical layer – XBee – uses DSSS (Direct-Sequence Speread Spectrum),
which is managed by the digital stream into the modulator, the relationship of the
CSMA/CA parameters is defined as [39]:


 

2  ;

2    ;

In this MMT system implementation, we define CWmin = 16 and CWmax = 128.
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Chapter 5

MMT System Design Platforms and Tools

This chapter describes the notable technologies used to carry out all of the
implementation and experimental work presented in this thesis, including the XBee
module, FPGA, MicroBlaze soft processor, and the development and debugging
environment.

5.1 XBee Module
A quality wireless transmitter/receiver is required as the physical layer of the MMT
system to provide reliable transmission and receiving service. In this design, XBee RF
unit (FCC Part 15.247 OUR-XBEE) is selected. XBee RF module is a bi-directional
wireless transmitter/receiver from MaxStream that is engineered to meet IEEE 802.15.4
standard and is optimized to take only minimal power to operate [52]. Because of its
low-cost, low-power features, XBee could provide reliable data delivery between devices
in a mobile wireless network environment [52]. Furthermore, XBee’s portability and its
compatible interface make it a reasonable transmitter/receiver component in the MMTbased system.
According to [53], the XBee RF module has maximum transmission capacity of
100 ft. (30 m) indoor and 300 ft. (100 m) outdoor. Serial Interface Data Rate is between
1200 – 115200 bps and non-standard baud rates are also supported. In some applications,
it is allowed to take advantage of many its built-in features, such as XBee addressing and
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC service, so that users can configure XBee addresses and make them
transmit data to specific destinations. However, because MMT is a unique algorithm that
requires multicast broadcast, and also because it utilizes a unique MMT addressing
system, the designed system in this work eliminates its build-in feature; Instead, XBee is
only serving as a bi-directional transmitter and receiver as a physical layer component.
To ensure successful communication between XBee modules, the following
requirements should be met [52]:
(1) All modules must be using the same baud rate;
(2) All modules must be on the same broadcast channel;
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(3) All modules that are communicating directly must be within each other’s
transmission range;
(4) Each XBee module should be configured to transmit to any module.

5.2 FPGA and MicroBlaze Technology
Conceptually, a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an array of logic blocks that
can be connected together through a vast interconnection matrix to form complex digital
circuits [55]. FPGA is traditionally used in high-speed custom digital applications where
designs tend to be more constrained by performance rather than cost. The explosion of
integration and reduction in price has led to the more recent widespread use of FPGAs in
common embedded systems [55].
The MicroBlaze™ core is a 32-bit RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)
Harvard architecture soft processor core with a group of instruction set optimized for
embedded applications. This soft processor is built by combining blocks of cores inside
an FPGA and is optimized for implementation in Xilinx FPGAs [56]. Designers have
complete flexibility to select the combination of peripheral, memory, and interface
features that cater to the design specifications with the lowest cost by utilizing as much
microprocessor as needed [56]. Figure 5.1 shows a functional block diagram of the
MicroBlaze core.
The fixed feature set of MicroBlaze Processor includes [58]:
1. Thirty-two 32-bit general purpose registers;
2. 32-bit instruction word with three operands and two addressing modes;
3. 32-bit address bus;
4. Single issue pipeline.
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Figure 5.1: MicroBlaze Core Block Diagram [58]
According to the backbone architecture of MicroBlaze shown in Figure 5.1, additional
functionality could be added in order to customize and parameterize the processor to
implement various advanced features for target embedded applications. Because
MicroBlaze is a soft-core microprocessor, any unselected features will not be
implemented and will not occupy any of the FPGA resources. The flexibility makes it
possible to balance the required performance of the target application against the logic
area cost of the processor.
MicroBlaze instruction execution is pipelined [58]. If minimizing hardware cost is
priority, the pipeline could be divided into three stages: Fetch, Decode, and Execute; The
pipeline could also be divided into five stages if maximizing performance is the most
important factor: Fetch (IF), Decode (OF), Execute (EX), Access Memory (MEM), and
Writeback (WB). Generally, each stage takes one clock cycle to complete, so the number
of clock cycles for completion of a specific instruction equals the number of its pipeline
stages, assuming zero delays or stalls. Each pipeline stage is active on each clock cycle
and multiple instructions could be executed simultaneously. Some instructions need
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multiple clock cycles in the execute stage to complete, and this is achieved by stalling the
pipeline.
When executing from slow memory, instruction fetches may take multiple cycles,
which impacts the efficiency of the pipeline. In this case, a fixed feature - Instruction
Prefetch Buffer is implemented to reduce the effect of this multi-cycle instruction
memory latency. While the pipeline is stalled by a multi-cycle instruction in the
execution stage, the Instruction Prefetch Buffer continues to load sequential instructions.
When the pipeline resumes execution, the fetch stage can load new instructions directly
from the prefetch buffer instead of waiting for the slow instruction memory access to
complete [58].
The MicroBlaze is constructed as Harvard memory architecture with separate bus
interface units for data access and instruction access. However, MicroBlaze does not
separate between data access to I/O and data access to memory. The processor has a
maximum of three interfaces for memory access [58]:
1. Local Memory Bus (LMB)
2. Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI4) or Processor Local Bus (PLB)
3. Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI4) or Xilinx CacheLink (XCL)
The LMB is a synchronous bus used primarily to access on-chip block RAM with
a minimum number of control signals and a simple protocol that ensures that the local
block RAM is accessed in a single clock cycle [58]. PLB is a standard high performance
on-chip bus designed to interface directly with the processor cores. The CacheLink
interface is designed for use with specialized external memory controllers.
MicroBlaze is a load/store type of processor where data in memory has to be
taken inside the MicroBlaze processor and placed into the general-purpose registers to do
any operations, instead of doing computation on data in memory directly. Both
instruction and data interfaces in MicroBlaze are default 32 bits wide and support word,
halfword, and byte accesses to data memory. Data accesses must be aligned (word
accesses must be on word boundaries, halfword on halfword boundaries), unless the
processor is configured to support unaligned exceptions [58]. All instruction accesses
must be word aligned.
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MicroBlaze assumes certain address locations for handling interrupts, resets, and
other exceptions. At these locations, code is written to initiate the appropriate handlers.
For example, MicroBlaze supports one external interrupt source (an interrupt controller is
needed in multiple interrupt sources scenarios). If the Interrupt Enable (IE) bit in the
Machine Status Register (MSR) is set to 1, the processor reacts to the interrupt source and
the instruction in the execution stage completes while the instruction in the decode stage
is replaced by a branch to the interrupt vector (address 0x10) [70]. The interrupt return
address (the PC associated with the instruction in the decode stage at the time of the
interrupt) is automatically loaded into the general-purpose register R14. In addition, the
processor also disables future interrupts by clearing the IE bit in the MSR. The IE bit is
automatically set again when the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) finishes and returns.
According to [58], MicroBlaze has an orthogonal instruction set architecture. It
has thirty-two 32-bit general purpose registers and up to eighteen 32-bit special purpose
registers, based on configuration options. Special purpose registers include Program
Counter (PC), Machine Status Register (MSR), Exception Address Register (EAR), and
Floating Point Status Register (FSR).
For software development targeting on the MicroBlaze processor, C/C++ and
assembly language are expected by Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK) [58]. In
case of demand beyond commonly used peripherals, EDK also supports users to build
custom peripherals to implement special functionality and use them in their systems.

5.3 Programming and Debugging Interfaces
Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK) is an integrated software tool suite for
developing embedded systems with Xilinx MicroBlaze and PowerPC CPUs. EDK
includes various tools and applications to assist in developing an embedded system
starting from the hardware and software creation to final implementation of the system on
an FPGA [63].
EDK consists of two components: Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) and Software
Development Kit (SDK). Conceptually, XPS is in charge of hardware design while SDK
is used for software application and debugging [56]. A typical embedded system design
project involves: hardware platform creation, hardware platform verification (simulation),
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software platform creation, software application creation, and software verification [63].
XPS will automatically generate a hardware platform according to the user specifications
that are defined by the MHS (Microprocessor Hardware Specification) file, which defines
the system architecture, peripherals, and embedded processors. The Platform Generation
tool creates the hardware platform using the MHS file as input and then customizes and
generates the processor system in the form of hardware netlists. XPS also allows the
creation of the designer’s custom peripheral and imports them into EDK projects. In
SDK, the software platform is defined by an MSS (Microprocessor Software
Specification) file which defines driver and library customization parameters for
peripherals, processor customization parameters, standard I/O devices, interrupt handler
routines, and other software related routines. The MSS file is an input to the Library
Generator tool for customization of drivers, libraries, and interrupt handlers. The creation
of the verification platform is optional and is based on the hardware platform [63].

Figure 5.2: MMT System Debugging Environment
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The MMT system debugging user interface is shown in Figure 5.2. The MMT system and
PC are connected together through a RS-232 serial port when the system transmits
debugging information to PC, and the debugging information is displayed through
HyperTerminal application on the PC. The debugging information includes a timeline
mark, received and sent packets’ content and detailed system processing activities, which
helps to accelerate test processes and track system status.
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Chapter 6

Flexible MMT System Design on FPGA

6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the flexible MMT system design and implementation utilizing
FPGA platform.
MANET has certain characteristics that make designing a good MANET system a
challenging task. The following issues affect mobile ad hoc system design in general:
1.

Reliability/Fault Tolerance
Reliability and fault tolerance is the system’s ability to sustain ad hoc network

functionality without any interruption [70]. Mobile ad hoc nodes may fail in reality
because of various factors, such as severe weather and interference. However, failures
of the system should not negatively impact the overall goal of the network, and
certain design consideration should be involved. Reliability requirements depend on
the application; generally high fault tolerance is required for extreme conditions (war,
climate), while low fault tolerance is adequate for controlled environments (home,
factory).
2.

Scalability
Scalability implies the ability to maintain performance under increased load

and network size [70]. Ad hoc networks can contain a large amount of clients, and the
clients could be very close together or far apart. Scalability issues have two aspects.
One is geographic scalability, which requires the system to maintain its usefulness
and usability, regardless of how far apart its users or resources are within hardware
limits. The other, load scalability, demands the system to easily adapt and contract its
resources to accommodate heavier or lighter loads.
3.

Production Costs and Hardware Constraints
Production cost is an important factor for MANET systems and it must be

kept to a minimum to promote the use, especially in commercial and personal
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application settings [43]. Hardware constraints, such as size of the system, processing
speed, and autonomous ability, should be determined to cater to the application
scenarios.
4.

Operating Environment
Operating environment of the MANET system varies based on application,

and it plays an important role in system specifications [44]. Examples of operating
environments could be traffic monitoring, tornado, hurricane analysis, underwater,
attached to live organisms (humans, animals), attached to fast moving objects and
extreme temperatures.
5.

Transmission Media
Transmission media could be radio, infrared, or optical media. Most wireless

systems available are RF based, with no line of sight needed; they are easy to conceal
and gained popularity among wireless device producers. IR based systems are
cheaper, easier to build, and require a line of sight [44]. Optical based systems are
usually expensive, and also require a line of sight.
6.

Power Consumption
In most available mobile wireless systems, the lifetime of a particular client

depends solely on the battery life. Only a few developed wireless devices are solar
power equipped, but they are very costly. Design of the system and the MANET
protocols needs to be sensitive to power conservation and power management issues
[43]. Most of the power in MANET systems will be used for communication data
processing and sensing [43].
A coarse categorization for implementations of a system, including a MANET
system, is to divide them to hardware and software approaches. A software
implementation is a design practice based on a general-purpose processor. The role of an
implementer is to write software for the processor by using programming languages. In a
hardware implementation, the implementer designs the hardware that performs the
desired function.
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The above categorization method relates to the election of implementation
platforms. General-purpose processors are the common platform employed for software
implementation [66]. They execute a program which is a series of instructions. The
programmer writes a program, either in assembly or high-level languages, and the
program is compiled into the module. The performance of a program depends on the
programmer’s skill, the instruction set provided by a processor, compiler libraries, and
the efficiency of hardware [66]. The advantages of general-purpose processors are ease of
programming, flexibility, and portability. The main disadvantages are comparably slower
performance and high power consumption. These disadvantages emphasize MANET
system design because developers need to limit the power consumption to extend the
lifetime [66].
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) is one of the common platforms
employed for hardware implementation [66]. Contrary to general-purpose processors,
ASICs can only perform functions that they are designed to perform. An ASIC design is
implemented directly on silicon, and hence, it cannot be changed after the chip is
manufactured [66]. The resulted implementation can be highly optimized in terms of
speed, area, and power consumption, but the inability to change the design after
manufacturing is a serious disadvantage because the MANET usually needs to be
customized to adapt to different applications. Modern ASIC processes are also very
expensive and time consuming and, hence, they are nowadays used predominantly in
large volume consumer products [66].
Reprogrammable logic is a flexible platform employed for hardware
implementation or hardware-software co-implementation. It refers to digital logic devices
whose functions can be reprogrammed throughout the device. It is a hardware device
defined by hardware model such as VHDL and Verilog HDL. FPGAs are the most
popular reprogrammable platforms used in implementations.
FPGA

consists

of

reconfigurable

functional

units,

reconfigurable

interconnections, and flexible interface. Reconfigurable functional units are used for
implementing the logic needed in a design and they are connected with the reconfigurable
interconnections [66]. Interfacing is used for communication with the rest of a system.
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Generally, the flexibility of reconfigurable architecture is reversely related to its speed
and power consumption.
In summary, implementations on general-purposed processors are flexible but
suffer from lower speed and higher power consumption, which rules out general-purpose
processor design platform out from many applications [66]. ASICs, in contrast, usually
are less flexible and requires long development time, but may offer high performance and
consume lower amounts of power [66]. Reprogrammable logic, like FPGA, fills the gap
between general-purpose processors and ASICs, and compromises the advantages and
disadvantages of both platforms. Thus, it could be a strategic platform in achieving the
balance between performance and flexibility. Figure 6.1 presents the performanceflexibility graph of different implementation platforms.

Figure 6.1: Performance-flexibility Graph of Different Computing Engines
Because of how FPGA balances performance and flexibility, FPGA becomes a
reasonable platform for systems' implementation under time-to-market constraints while
maintaining the computing power of the system. Based on this theory, this chapter
explores the MANET system design utilizing FPGA platform.
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To achieve this goal, two approaches are proposed. The first approach utilizes
traditional FPGA design methodology to implement the complete CSMA/CA AND
MMT functionality in digital hardware; the second approach involves a flexible
embedded hardware-software co-design solution using FPGA with an internal processor
core. The whole design is implemented on Xilinx Spartan 3E Starter Kit, which contains
Spartan-3E FPGA (XC3S500E) and peripherals such as 64MByte DDR SDRAM, 9-pin
RS-232 serial ports, slide switches, momentary-contact push buttons, and expansion
connectors.

6.2 MMT Fully Hardware System Design on FPGA
The characteristics of a wireless network determine its system implementation
requirements and structure. Specifically, a well-know OSI network framework divides
network communication into seven layers, as shown in Figure 6.2 [68]. Each layer takes
care of a very specific job, and the control is passed from one layer to the next. Because
research focuses on the wireless routing protocol in this thesis, only Layer 1 (Physical
Layer), Layer 2 (Data Link Layer) and Layer 3 (Network Layer) are essential and
necessary. Following this principle, the MMT MANET system could be globally divided
into sub-system components that correspond to each network layer.

Figure 6.2: OSI Abstract Layers Model for Communication Systems
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Figure 6.3: Overall Structure of Fully Digital Hardware MMT system on FPGA

As discussed previously, XBee module provides the basic networking hardware
transmission technologies of a MANET network and is the central component of physical
layer. It provides the standard hardware means and interfaces of sending and receiving
data through the wireless network.
OSI Layer 2 - Data Link layer - contains two sub layers: the Logical Link Control
(LLC) layer and the Media Access Control (MAC) layer [68]. An XBee_Interface
component serves as the LLC Layer and controls frame synchronization, flow control,
and error checking. It translates the bit stream coming from the physical layer into
different length packets and then checks the correctness of the packet. If an error is
detected in the packet, the packet will be dropped; otherwise, the packet will be delivered
to the upper layers. XBee_Interface component is also responsible to receive various
packets from upper layers and translate them into a bit stream that is compatible to be
transmitted through the XBee module.
The medium access controller in the MAC layer specifies the MAC addressing
and channel access control mechanisms. However, due to the novel feature of MMT
algorithm utilizing VIDs for frame forwarding and avoiding the necessity for MAC
addresses, the MAC in this MMT system does not provide addressing services and leaves
the functionality at Layer 3. Thus, the MAC layer in MMT is mainly based on the elected
MAC protocol CSMA/CA and its implementation complexity is reduced.
The medium access controller in the MMT system is composed of a Received
Packet Buffer, Sending Packet Buffers, and a CSMA/CA control component. The
received Packet Buffer and Sending Packet Buffers are the flow control buffers between
upper and lower layers. Some received packets are queued at the Received Packet Buffer
before entering into the network layer on demand, because the network layer only process
one packet at a time. Similarly, before being transmitted, all the outgoing packets would
be stored in the Sending Packet Buffers waiting for the medium access permission from
the CSMA/CA component. It is noted that control packets (RTS, CTS and ACK) have
higher priorities and need to be processed timely by the MAC Layer, so these packets are
processed by CSMA/CA component and would not be delivered to the upper layers. The
CSMA/CA component listens to the channel through “XBee_Busy” signal from physical
layer to conduct physical carrier sensing while it obtains information through RTS and
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CTS packets to conduct logical carrier sensing. It also includes SIFS, DIFS and Back-off
components to provide their corresponding functionalities.
Layer 3 is the network layer (routing layer) where the MMT algorithm is
implemented and responsible for packet forwarding. Because all the MMT cluster
formation and intra-cluster routing functions are achieved by exchanging management
packets, the hardware model of this layer relies on a state machine to generate and
process those packets and maintain proactive routing information (VID tables). Routing
layer accepts the incoming packets one by one from MAC layer and distinguishes the
types of those packets. Based on the type of packets accepted, the routing layer either
displays the DATA packets’ content through a debugging interface, or continues to
process the information contained in those management packets according to the flow
charts demonstrated in Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.
Due to the system’s complexity, testing and debugging interface is required to
verify the system’s functionality. Thus, besides the network related components, a
debugging interface is designed and implemented to serve this purpose, as shown in
Figure 6.3. The debugging interface gathers information from the MAC layer and the
MMT layer, translates those information into bit stream, and transfers the bit stream to
PC HyperTerminal through RS-232 protocol. It is realized by a PicoBlaze processor that
contains an 8-bit soft microcontroller and a program memory. The state machine
information will enter the PicoBlaze processor as commands and those commands invoke
certain instructions stored in the program memory to be executed by the processor core.
Ultimately, commands are translated as a UART bit stream that contains debugging
information that is displayed on the PC HyperTerminal.
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Figure 6.4: Traditional FPGA System Design Flowchart
Figure 6.4 illustrates the design flow of the digital hardware MANET system on FPGA:
after analysis of design requirements, problem decomposition, and functional simulation
at the architecture design stage, a document that describes the hardware architecture,
structural blocks and interfaces is generated. For every functional block of the system, the
implementation process firstly involves VHDL design entry, a stage where the system is
described in a formal hardware description language. A comprehensive set of behavior
simulations are used to model the hardware architecture accurately before synthesis,
placement, and routing stages where the VHDL description is converted into a netlist
which is mapped onto FPGA device’s internal structure, turning design into final
functional products [67].
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6.3 MMT System-on-Chip Hardware-Software Co-design on FPGA

Figure 6.5: FPGA SoC Hardware-Software Co-design Procedure
The System-on-Chip based FPGA implementation approach makes it possible to extend
the design space for MANET systems; the system is able to use flexible software,
dedicated custom hardware, or a mixture of both [69]. Figure 6.5 shows the SoC
hardware-software co-design flow for MMT systems. Different from the fully hardware
approach, system partitioning decisions are made at the beginning of the design
procedure so that some functions are operated by hardware while the other are computed
by software [51].
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Figure 6.6: MMT FPGA SoC System Structure (MAC Layer as Software)
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Figure 6.7: MMT FPGA SoC System Structure (MAC Layer as Hardware)

Correspondingly, embedded FPGA SoC system comprises three components: a custom
hardware component, an embedded hardware component, and software application. The
custom hardware design process on SoC FPGA is identical to that of the FPGA digital
hardware system. For embedded hardware and software design, intelligent, platformaware tools could simplify and accelerate its development process. As shown in Figure
6.5, Xilinx ISE Design Suite, Embedded Development Kit (EDK), and Software
Development Kit (SDK) are employed in the design process, where EDK shapes the
hardware of the embedded processor core and SDK takes charge of software
development that will be mapped into program memory [69]. The Xilinx ISE design suite
integrates custom hardware and embedded SoC and finishes the whole system
implementation.
Among the four major components of the MMT system, the LLC layer demands
the highest processing speed and is required to respond to XBee module signals in realtime, but it has the least complexity compared to other components. The MMT routing
layer and debugging interface are the most complex sub-systems but are less time critical.
The MAC layer is a mixture of those two types. As a general rule, hardware is applicable
to performance demanding tasks while the software processes complex and timing-loose
computations. As a result, the MMT system implements the LLC layer in custom
hardware and operates MMT routing algorithms and debugging interface in software.
Because the MAC layer could fall into both categories, two design plans are proposed as
demonstrated in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 in order to further explore how partitioning
decisions affect system design practice.
As shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, the embedded hardware component
consists of the MicroBlaze processor core, processor buses, clock generator, IP
peripherals, and memory blocks. IP peripherals interface and communicate with custom
hardware circuits, FPGA on-board switches and buttons, and the PC through RS232
peripheral. Memory blocks stores a large sized software program or system files, and
clock generator provides clock signals to each component. Processor buses connect all
the components together to the MicroBlaze processor so that the processor core could
gather information, executes programs, and output correct signals.
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Figure 6.8: MMT FPGA SoC Software Architecture

The MicroBlaze software program development has no difference compared to
other embedded application development. The MMT system structure, shown in Figure
6.6, is an example where the MAC Layer, MMT Routing Layer and debugging interfaces
are all implemented in the software. Different from the hardware structure where the
MAC layer and MMT layer could execute simultaneously in separate components, as
shown in Figure 6.3, the MicroBlaze embedded program has to ensure the MAC and
MMT layer executes in a sequential manner; some time critical functions in the MAC
layer, such as sending an ACK packet and receiving packets from the LLC layer, is
implemented in the interrupt service routine to ensure opportune processing.
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Chapter 7

MMT System Evaluation

In this chapter, we will present different metrics considered in the performance
evaluation of the MMT-based MANET system. Then, we will discuss the cluster
formation process and the designed MMT performance evaluation scenarios. Then the
results of each scenario will be analyzed, and the system performance will also be
studied.

7.1 Introduction
Many parameters are used for the performance evaluation of routing protocols. In
this work, the performance metrics targeted are the number of control message
exchanges, success rate, data packet delivery latency, overhead, average hops, network
load, and average queued packets. These parameters are important and comprehensive in
checking and analyzing routing protocols.
Mobile joining time: It defines how fast and how efficiently a new mobile node
could join a cluster or MANET. In this work, it means the time spent from the moment a
node is introduced to the network to the moment the node is connected to the network.
Success rate: It is calculated as the number of packets delivered to the destination
node successfully as a percentage of the number of packets that originated at the sender
node [5].
Success Rate
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7.1

Data packet delivery latency: Average end-to-end packet delivery latency
calculated in seconds. It accounts for the time for a packet to be delivered across a
network from a source to destination. It includes propagation delays, transmission delays,
store and forward delays, and processing delays. This parameter counts predominantly in
some application domain, such as real-time voice and video communication service.
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In this work, because of the slow data rate and the large slot time, latency is much longer
than that in a standard 802.11 network. Therefore, to reflect the meaningful weight of the
latency, its ratio to the slot time is also presented.
Network load: Network load is defined as the total load in bits/second submitted
to wireless PHY layers by all higher layers in all nodes of the network [1]. High network
load results in challenges for network to deal with the large traffic. It not only will
increase delivery latency by slowing down packets reaching the media, but also may
increase the chances of collision. An efficient algorithm should cope with heavy network
load.
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Overhead: Overhead was calculated as the ratio of control bits to the sum of
control and data bits during data delivery [5]. Overhead is an important metric because it
measures the routing protocol's operational efficiency, and it is also an important factor
of power efficiency.
Overhead
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Average hops and Maximum hops: Average hop is the average number of hops
between sender and destination nodes for data packet delivery; Maximum hop is the
maximum number of hops between the sender and destination for data packet delivery.
Average Hops
Maximum Hops
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Average queued packets: The designed MMT-based system could only process
one received packet at a certain time. If multiple packets are received, they will be
queued until they get the chance to be processed by the system. Average queued packets
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means the average packets that are queued due to above circumstances at any time and
any node in the whole network.
The parameters and settings of designed MMT-based system are described as the
following. By repeated tests, it is found that the approximate transmission range of the
designed MMT-based system is up to 40 meters indoor and up to 120 meters outdoor line
of sight. Most of the tests conducted in this work (except Test Scenario 8) were set up
within an indoor 30 meters diameter range in a computer lab so that each system is able
to physically "hear" each other.
Due to the XBee RF module’s transmission capacity, the data rate in this work is
set to 9600 bps, a low non-standard 802.11 data rate. Consequently, the duration of slot
time and related IFS should be scaled. In this work, the slot time unit is scaled
proportionally based on the standard IEEE 802.11b network parameters:
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In this work, we adopt slot time as 20 ms. Thus,
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No error correction was used for the transmitted packets; however, packet-error
checking is employed. Packet-error checking is realized by setting a certain part of every
packet as a mark. When the recipient receives a packet, it will check the mark and decide
whether this packet part is correct. Any packet with errors will be dropped. In all test
scenarios, mobile nodes either keep stable or move in a random manner within a very
small range to introduce interference to the packet transmission. The period of broadcast
packets transmission is maintained at 20 seconds, an interval that would not overwhelm
the network while it is short enough to adapt to topology change quickly. Each cluster
node also transmits DATA packets periodically at a consistent interval in each test
scenario.
All the incoming received packets will be processed by the system promptly on a
first-come-first-served basis; if the system is busy with processing an earlier received
packet, new incoming packets will be queued until it can be processed by the system. At
the same time, the MAC layer stores any sent RTS and DATA packet into a retry queue.
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Until an ACK packet is heard for that corresponding packet, the packet could be
retransmitted up to three times. For every test scenario, 1000 packet transmission
attempts are observed and recorded.
The above settings and parameters were maintained consistently for all test
scenarios.

7.2 MMT-based System Cluster Formation
To test the cluster formation process, three plans are proposed in the lab setup
environment. The first plan is based on the condition that all nodes are within each other's
transmission range. The first plan was set up so that the cluster was formed gradually as
each cluster client joins after the existing network became steady. In this work, a network
is steady when all the clients only exchange broadcast packets as routing control
messages and no VID registration processes happen. Because all the systems are static in
this test scenario, a steady network could be achieved. The cluster formation starts with 2
nodes (cluster head and one cluster client), and ends after 7 nodes form an established
MANET. Figure 7.1 illustrates this cluster formation process.
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Figure 7.1: Gradual Cluster Formation by MMT-based Systems, Test Plan One
Table 7.1 summaries the mobile joining time after each node enters the network. For
example, when the second client enters the network, it waits until it receives the cluster
head’s advertisement, and then it starts the VID registration process. The average waiting
time is around 10 seconds. A smaller mobile joining time is observed when a new client
joins a larger network. For instance, when the seventh client joins the network, it spends
an average of 6.3834 seconds to build connection with the cluster. It is mainly because in
a larger network, new client takes less time to wait for an advertisement from other nodes
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and start the VID registration processes. Those less-than-advertisement-period mobile
joining time indicates that MMT algorithm enables the network accepts new client
efficiently.
Table 7.1: The Number of Control Message Exchanges in Gradual Cluster Formation
Joining in Order

Mobile Joining Time (s)

2nd Cluster Client

10.5763

3rd Cluster Client

7.6824

4th Cluster Client

7.0136

5th Cluster Client

6.8722

6th Cluster Client

6.8164

7th Cluster Client

6.3834

In this thesis, we define that the network has “optimal VIDs” or “optimal routes” when
every client has its possible maximum number of VIDs, and the total hops away from the
cluster head defined by all of the VIDs is the smallest. With careful examination of
Figure 7.1-f, it is found that each cluster client owns its possible optimal VIDs, including
1 one-hop VID and 4 two-hops VIDs. This is a result of the MMT cluster formation
algorithm that ensures an optimal mesh tree structure in the network.
Instead of new cluster clients joining in a network one by one, the second cluster
formation plan is to make all seven cluster nodes join the network at the same time. This
plan results in a burst of VID registration processes happening in a short period of
89.2477 seconds, which is around 3.75 times of the period of mobile clients sending
broadcast packets. Figure 7.2 demonstrates the final result of this cluster formation
process, which has the same network structure as the previous scenario, as shown in
Figure 7.1-f. This indicates the MMT-based cluster formation process will attain
optimized connections in the network regardless of how the cluster clients join the
network. On the other hand, the results also imply that the MMT algorithm handles well
when large amounts of cluster clients join the network at the same time, although cluster
head may be a bottleneck in the process.
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In this scenario, the mobile joining time means the time spent from the moment
all the nodes start to function, to the moment all of the nodes have at least one connection
with another node in the network. An average of 27.2165 seconds is recorded as the
mobile joining time in this scenario. It is reasonable because once cluster head sends out
its first broadcast packet, one-hop connection between the cluster head and every other
node could be easily established because all clients are within its transmission range.

Figure 7.2: Gradual Cluster Formation by MMT-based Systems, Test Two
The third cluster formation plan tests the circumstances when some nodes are out of some
of the other nodes' transmission range. It is realized by locating systems far enough so
that a system’s physical layer could not sense signals from some other systems. All the
clients join the network at the same time. As shown in Figure 7.3, in this 5 nodes cluster
formation scenario, Node UID = 1 could only "hear" Node UID =2 and Node UID =3,
Node UID = 2 could only "hear" Node UID = 1, 4, 5, and only Node UID = 2, 3, 4 are
within Node UID = 5's transmission range. Figure 7.3 also lists the VIDs that each cluster
client owns after they form a steady network.
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Figure 7.3: Gradual Cluster Formation by MMT-based Systems, Test Three
The results of this cluster formation again indicate the optimal routes in the network led
by the MMT algorithm. For instance, Node UID = 4's prime route to reach the cluster
head is through VID = 112 (route from UID = 4 to cluster head via Node UID = 2). At
the same time, Node UID = 4 has multiple redundant VIDs as back-up routes to enhance
the robustness of the network.
An average of 19.8593 seconds is observed as the mobile joining time of this
scenario: in order to make every node connected to the network, Node UID = 2 and Node
UID = 3’s one-hop links to the cluster head need to be established first, then the two-hops
connections from Node UID =4 and Node UID = 5 to the cluster head shall be built.
For all the above cluster formation scenarios, after a steady network is formed, the
MMT algorithm continues to keep each node's VID list updated and to ensure the most
accurate routing information in the network. In this work, the process is realized by
clients’ continuous advertisement and VID timers. The threshold of the VID timers is 48
seconds, a period that every broadcast packet should be sent twice. If a certain broadcast
is not received after 48 seconds, the reason is most likely that the connection with its
sender is stale, and less likely the broadcast packet transmission fails. The connection
should be updated after VID timer expires. For instance, after Node UID = 4 moved away
from a steady network shown in Figure 7.1-f, the other nodes in the network would no
longer receive broadcast packets from Node UID = 4, after 48 seconds, all the VIDs
related to this client are dropped. Then over an average of 18.2857 seconds as recorded,
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the rest of the nodes will reconfigure themselves to acquire new VIDs, as shown in
Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Gradual Cluster Formation by MMT-based Systems with One Client Removal
In summary, all the above cluster formation plans demonstrated the efficiency of
the MMT frame in the cluster formation process and its capacity in handling with
topology change. This important feature is an essential foundation of a good MANET
routing algorithm.

7.3 MMT-based Systems Networking Performance Assessment
In this section, eight plans are proposed to evaluate MMT algorithm performance. To
achieve such goal, the MMT-based systems are located and tested in a lab-setting
environment.
Test plan 1: A number of nodes are forming a MANET based on the MMT
algorithm, with Node UID = 1 as the cluster head. Each node could "hear" any other
nodes in the network, so the steady topology of the network is formed similarly to the
ones shown in Figure 7.1. After steady establishment of the network, each cluster client
chooses their best route to send 64 byte DATA packets periodically (every 12 seconds) to
the cluster head. Because all cluster clients' shortest routes are only one hop away from
the cluster head, they only need to send DATA packets directly to the cluster head. In the
meantime, all the nodes still need to send routing management and control messages to
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maintain the network. This test plan consists six test scenarios - each scenario has
different number of client nodes (from 2 nodes to 7 nodes).
The analysis of this test focuses on DATA packets' delivery latency and success
rate. Table 7.2 listed the results recorded during the test.
Table 7.2: Test Plan 1 Success Rate, Latency and Transmission Latency
Success Rate Latency (s) Latency (Number of Slot Times)
2 nodes

100.00%

0.528367

26.4184

3 nodes

99.97%

0.519244

25.9622

4 nodes

100.00%

0.535058

26.7529

5 nodes

99.86%

0.557731

27.8866

6 nodes

99.79%

0.645483

32.2742

7 nodes

99.03%

0.713574

35.6787

The results from test plan 1 are encouraging. From the above table, it is observed
that the DATA packet transmission success rate always maintains above 99% as the
number of nodes increased from 2 to 7. This transmission success rate firstly potentially
indicates the MMT-based system is physically robust for wireless transmission with very
little error. Transmission robustness of wireless systems is a foundation of any wellfunctioning wireless network and should be verified at initial steps of the MANET test.
Secondly, when multiple nodes co-exist in the network with a high network load, it is
inevitable that nodes try to send DATA at the same time, and this situation is handled by
MAC algorithm.
The DATA packet delivery latency from all scenarios in this test plan is
reasonable. Theoretically, the delivery latency of a single hop DATA packet transmission
session includes transmission delays, propagation delays, and processing delays. In a
uninterrupted single hop DATA packet transmission, the timeline could be presented as
Figure 7.5:
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Figure 7.5: One-hop DATA Packet Delivery Process without Interruption
In Figure 7.5, "system processing delay" means the time needed for MMT-based system
hardware or software to process received packets and take actions based on the MMT
algorithm and MAC layer protocol. In some cases, a single hop DATA packet
transmission may experience interruption when different nodes try to access the channel
at the same time. Thus besides the delays referred in Figure 7.5, there are other delay
elements such as “Queue delay” and “MAC control delay”. "Queue delay" happens when
the MMT-based system is busy with processing with other received packets; these
incoming packets will be queued until it has its turn to be processed. Another delay
component, "MAC control delay", may take the majority of delivery latency when the
network traffic is heavy. For example, a node has a DATA packet from its application
layer and starts DIFS and back-off before sending a RTS, but in a heavy traffic
environment, it may receive RTS or CTS from other nodes before it has the chance to
send RTS. In such case, the node has to wait for a period of time set by RTS or CTS
before resuming its medium access control. It is also noted that MAC control may initiate
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multiple DIFS processes as reflected in the equation, because once channel usage is
detected during the DIFS process, the system has to restart DIFS again.
Based on Figure 7.5 and Equation 7-2, the theoretical single hop DATA packet
delivery’s transmission delay is:
&& '(!) +1 90 $# (+"""+ (#
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Its propagation delay is:
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However, propagation delay is small enough to be ignored. If a DATA packet is
delivered in an ideal environment where no other network traffic presents, no queuing
delay is involved and the MAC control delay is a minimum:
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If the contention window size is 16, so the average value of k is 8.5, thus,
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In repeated test where a sender continuously sends DATA packets to the receiver, the
single hop delivery latency is 520 ms, so the system processing delay can be calculated
as:
#" '!""+1 (#

520 " b 260 " b 91.67 "
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When a network consists of a small number of nodes, clients are having a great chance of
sending a DATA packet without MAC control delay. When the number of nodes
increases to 7, transmission latency increases. It is a result of increased network traffic
because nodes have to wait for the completion of transmission initiated by other nodes
before they can retry to utilize the channel. In other words, the MAC control delay and
queue delay increased when more nodes share the same channel and try to send packets
simultaneously.
There is a minor success rate drop when the number of nodes reached 7. It can
refer to the same reasons that latency increases. To further explore the reasons of this
phenomenon, extra test plans are needed by introducing more stress on the network and
introducing multi-hop DATA packet delivery.
Test plan 2: In test plan 1, all the best routes are only one hop away from the
cluster head. However, to test the MMT-based system's multi-hop delivery capacity, it is
altered to have at most 5 VIDs with 1 one-hop VID, 2 two-hops VIDs, and 2 three-hops
VIDs (at 2 nodes and 3 nodes test scenario, it is not possible for clients to have three-hops
VIDs). After the network becomes steady, every cluster client periodically sends 64 byte
DATA packets to the cluster head, with a period of 12 seconds. Different from test plan
1, cluster client circularly uses its one-hop VID, two-hop VID, and three-hop VID to send
DATA packets. For every DATA packet delivery session, the RTS-CTS handshaking
mechanism is employed with a back-off contention window size of 16 slot times. This
test plan consists six test scenarios - each scenario has different number of client nodes
(from 2 nodes to 7 nodes).
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Figure 7.6: Test Scenario 2 - 6 Set-up (7 nodes)
The test plan 2 test results are listed from Table 7.3 to Table 7.5.
Table 7.3: Test Plan 2 Success Rate, Latency, Average hops and Queued Packet Number

Latency (s)

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)

Average
Hop

Maximum
Hop

Average
Queued Packet
Number

99.3197%

0.510109

25.5055

1

1

0

3 nodes

99.6109%

0.945290

47.2645

1.5

2

0

4 nodes

98.4175%

1.244723

62.2362

2

3

0.030665

5 nodes

98.0757%

1.285174

64.2587

2

3

0.018336

6 nodes

98.0441%

2.008559

100.4280

2

3

0.130678

7 nodes

97.9563%

2.332002

116.6001

2

3

0.063142

Success
Rate
2 nodes

Table 7.4: Test Plan 2 Overhead and Latency Categorized by Number of Nodes
1 hop Latency (s)

2 hop Latency (s)

3 hop Latency (s)

Overhead

2 nodes

0.510109

-

-

46.6667%

3 nodes

0.537845

1.350326

-

46.6667%

4 nodes

0.643139

1.255500

1.816000

41.4634%

5 nodes

0.545820

1.289318

2.052899

40.7407%

6 nodes

0.620689

1.956831

3.610369

40.2985%

7 nodes

0.962838

2.058756

3.543898

40.0000%
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Table 7.5: Test Plan 2 Success Rate Categorized by Hops
1hop success rate

2 hop success rate

3 hop success rate

2 nodes

99.3197%

-

-

3 nodes

99.2248%

100.0000%

-

4 nodes

97.5309%

99.3631%

100.0000%

5 nodes

95.0000%

100.0000%

100.0000%

6 nodes

98.9011%

100.0000%

95.2727%

7 nodes

96.2838%

96.3576%

100.0000%

Test plan 2 brings more traffic load in the network, and more importantly, the DATA
packet is designed to be transmitted by multihops to reach a destination. The success rate
in the table refers to the success rate from the initial sender which gets the DATA packet
from application layer to the final destination gets the DATA packet successfully without
errors. The DATA packets must be transmitted successfully along the way completely to
ensure a successful DATA packet transmit.
Although the heavy traffic load is introduced and multihops is required, the
network still maintains a success rate of above 97.9% in all scenarios. Furthermore, it
shows the same but more obvious trends than test plan 1: when the number of nodes in
the network increases, the success rate drops by a very small percentage.
Possible reasons that success rate decreases as the number of nodes increases can
be concluded as following:
1) System constraints. The transmitter and receiver component, XBee module,
could not ensure the absolute accuracy in wireless communication. According to XBee
module specifications, -92 dBm (1% packet error rate) is recorded. Especially when the
network experiences heavy traffic (the number of nodes in the network increases in this
work), the XBee module may drop or corrupt more packets.
2) The number of hops to deliver a DATA packet is increased. Theoretically, if a
single DATA packet transmission session has a success rate of (, then a two hops

transmission success rate would be (c , and a three hops transmission success rate would

be (d etc. To verify this assumption, in Table 7.4, we broke down the success rate by the

number of hops that DATA packets go through. Interestingly, the results did not indicate
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any exponential correlation between the success rate and the number of hops - sometimes
one hop transmission has a lower success rate than that of 2 hops or 3 hops transmission.
This may be attributed to the fact that DATA transmission failure happens more
randomly versus evenly among deliveries. More factors may affect the transmission
success rate beyond the hop numbers, such as the current network traffic, the number of
network clients, and the interference among nodes.
3) The MAC protocol's failure in handling medium access. MAC protocol could
greatly reduce the chances of collision and prevent transmission failure; however, it is not
the ultimate solution either. Packets still have a small chance of colliding. For example,
the contention window size could affect the chances; bigger contention window means
less chances transmission failure. To verify whether the contention window size affects
the success rate in test plan 2, test plan 3 is designed to serve this purpose.
Similar to test plan 1, the DATA packet delivery latency grows with the number
of network nodes, as seen in Table 7.3. Many causes attribute to this trend:
1) Average hop increases. According to Table 7.3, the average hops for the
DATA transmission increased from a 1 at 2 nodes scenario to a 2 at 4 nodes scenario,
then remain the same. Generally, more hops mean more time needed to deliver a DATA
packet to the final destination. Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 show the trends of time needed
for DATA packet delivery by different number of hops.

Figure 7.7: DATA Packet Delivery Latency Against Number of Network Nodes by Hops
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In Figure 7.7, latency in all categories is increasing with the number of network nodes;
however, 3 hops transmission increases more rapidly than 2 hops transmission, and 2
hops transmission increases more rapidly than 1 hop transmission. For example, at a 4
nodes scenario, latency is proportionate with the number of hops. However, at a 7 nodes
scenario, a 3 hops transmission is 3.5 times of a 1 hop transmission instead of 3 times.
The extra latency happens at the interval nodes that transit the DATA packets - the queue
delay where the DATA packets have to be held at the terminal to be processed or to be
delivered.
In Figure 7.8, it could be found that in each scenario, the increase of latency at 1
hop, 2 hops, and 3 hops transmission is nearly linear, which is expected because the
traffic should affect network transmission as a whole. The increased degree is shaper at a
6 nodes scenario and 7 nodes scenario than those at 4 or 5 nodes scenario, as discussed
before.

Figure 7.8: DATA Packet Delivery Latency Against Number of Hops by No. of Network
Nodes
2) The MAC control latency increases. The MAC control latency plays a role in
the latency equation. More network nodes lead to more network loads, and more network
loads means more medium access control effort needed to coordinate the traffic. This
may cause more DIFS retry, more pending for RTS or CTS specified time period, and
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more waiting time for completion of other transmissions, all of which significantly count
in latency increase.
3) The number of Queued packets increases. In Equation 1, queue delay is an
important component that contributes to latency increasing. As analyzed at 1), when there
are more nodes in the network, the average number of packets being queued at terminals
rises, which leads to more delay.
Table 7.3 shows the overhead in all scenarios is around 40% to 50%. The
overhead could be further reduced by enlarging the weight of DATA packets
transmission.
Test plan 3: The test environment was set up identically as test plan 2; however, a
back-off contention window size of 32 is used instead of 16 slot times. DATA packets are
transmitted with a RTS-CTS mechanism every 12 seconds. This test plan aims to
examine the effect of increasing contention window size on the transmission success rate
and transmission latency. This test plan consists six test scenarios - each scenario has
different number of client nodes (from 2 nodes to 7 nodes).
The test results of plan 3 are listed in Table 7.6 through Table 7.8.
Table 7.6: Test Plan 3 Success Rate, Latency, Average hops and Queued Packet Number
Success
Rate

Latency
(s)

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)

Average
Hop

Maximum
Hop

Average
Queued Packet
Number

2 nodes

100.0000%

0.817756

40.8878

1

1

0

3 nodes

99.2300%

1.044041

52.2021

1.5

2

0

4 nodes

99.5215%

1.615394

80.7697

2

3

0.0063474

5 nodes

98.4501%

1.773907

88.6954

2

3

0.0517666

6 nodes

98.0808%

2.009620

100.4801

2

3

0.0929717

7 nodes

97.7969%

2.599949

129.9975

2

3

0.1107846
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Table 7.7: Test Plan 3 Overhead and Latency Categorized by Hops
1 hop Latency (s)

2 hop Latency (s)

3 hop Latency (s)

Overhead

2 nodes

0.817756

-

-

46.6667%

3 nodes

0.854301

1.231941

-

46.6667%

4 nodes

0.869345

1.617977

2.363778

41.4634%

5 nodes

0.741270

1.634205

2.989521

40.7407%

6 nodes

0.835626

1.968406

3.287996

40.2985%

7 nodes

1.211831

2.628806

4.022023

40.0000%

Table 7.8: Test Plan 3 Success Rate Categorized by Hops
1 hop success rate

2 hop success rate

3 hop success rate

2 nodes

100.0000%

-

-

3 nodes

98.6486%

99.5495%

-

4 nodes

98.8636%

100.0000%

97.8261%

5 nodes

100.0000%

97.9866%

97.2973%

6 nodes

95.7317%

98.9429%

99.1170%

7 nodes

98.3607%

95.7447%

98.8669%

As analyzed above, one of the possible reasons of why the transmission success rate does
not equal 100% is that the MAC layer mechanism is not able to fully prevent packet
transmission collision. Among many factors, the contention window size is one important
factor that determines how effectively back-off mechanism prevents packet transmission
collision. A larger contention window may lead to less collision. Since the success rate at
test plan 2 is high but not 100% at 5 or more nodes scenarios, it is worthwhile to explore
whether we could further increase the success rate by enlarging the contention window
from 16 to 32 slot times.
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Figure 7.9: Packet Delivery Success Rate Comparison Between CW=16 and CW=32
Figure 7.9 compares the success rates between 16 and 32 slot times of the back-off
contention window size. From the figure, although success rates are above 97.5% in both
circumstances, their difference is minor. To translate the observation, in this test,
increasing contention window size did not increase success rate or MAC protocol
performance. A 16 slot times contention window size is sufficient enough for MAC
layer’s efficient performance in this designed network.
By comparing results from test plan 2 and 3, it is not surprising to find that they
share the same trends. Those trends include similarly low overhead, latency increase with
network load increase, and the success rate decrease with network load increase. The test
results are repeatable by MMT-systems.
It is also noted that average transmission latency in test plan 3 is higher than that
of its corresponding test case in test plan 2, which is because the average random backoff time rises caused by the contention window enlargement: the average of a large
amount of evenly distributed random numbers between 0 and 31 is 15.5, versus 7.5 for
random numbers between 0 and 15. Therefore, with notable latency increase while
without significant success rate increase, it is not worthwhile to increase contention
window size in this test setup.
In test plan 3, more packets are queued at transit nodes than in test plan 2. One of
the reasons is that the increased transmission time prolongs the waiting time for the next
packets to be delivered at transit nodes, which accumulates more packets at transit
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stations. However, even though the number of queued packets increased in test plan 3, it
is still a small amount. For example, on average only 0.1107846 packets were queued at
any time at any transit nodes for a 7 nodes situation in test plan 3. Low amount of queued
packets is a very exciting feature of the MMT frame in a high density traffic
environment.
Test plan 4: The test environment was set up identically as test plan 2, but no
RTS-CTS handshaking mechanism is employed during DATA packets delivery. Instead,
the DATA packet would be sent directly right after the back-off process (contention
window 16 slot times). The results from this test plan could be compared to the results
from the test plan 2, and it could provide valuable insights about the efficiency of the
RTS-CTS handshaking mechanism in the test environment. This test plan consists six test
scenarios - each scenario has different number of client nodes (from 2 nodes to 7 nodes).
Table 7.9 to
Table 7.11 list the results collected from this test plan.
Table 7.9: Test Plan 4 Success Rate, Latency, Average Hops and Queued Packet Number

2 nodes
3 nodes
4 nodes
5 nodes
6 nodes
7 nodes

Success
Rate

Latency
(s)

100.0000%
100.0000%
99.2166%
98.1890%
98.0618%
97.3295%

0.551723
0.893089
1.450120
1.479069
1.798613
2.173277

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)
27.5862
44.6542
72.5060
73.9535
89.9307
108.6639

Average
Hop

Maximum
Hop

1
1.5
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
3
3
3

Average
Queued Packet
Number
0
0
0.0103754
0.0189542
0.0449123
0.0741079

Table 7.10: Test Plan 4 Overhead and Latency Categorized by Hops
2 nodes
3 nodes
4 nodes
5 nodes
6 nodes
7 nodes

1 hop Latency (s)
0.551723
0.541199
0.714035
0.784765
0.822896
1.052738

2 hop Latency (s)
1.242246
1.419288
1.479357
2.073759
2.284783
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3 hop Latency (s)
2.195456
2.228173
2.495736
3.340970

Overhead
42.8571%
36.8421%
35.1351%
34.6939%
34.4262%
34.2468%

Table 7.11: Test Plan 4 Success Rate Categorized by Hops
2 nodes
3 nodes
4 nodes
5 nodes
6 nodes
7 nodes

1 hop success rate
100.0000%
100.0000%
98.8235%
99.2095%
99.0991%
98.0630%

2 hop success rate
100.0000%
99.4048%
98.0237%
99.0826%
98.0296%

3 hop success rate
99.3902%
97.2332%
96.7442%
96.2594%

As expected, the success rate drops little when the number of network nodes increases,
and the delivery latency increases. This trend is consistent with that found in the previous
tests. Because of the nature of the test, we will focus on the success rate comparison
between test plan 2 and test plan 4, as summarized in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.10: Success Rate Comparison between With or Without RTS-CTS
With all other conditions stay the same, success rates in two test plans tightly fluctuate
down. Not much difference is observed between the two lines in Figure 7.10; in other
words, RTS-CTS mechanism has limited effect on the success rate. It is noted that in both
test plan 2 and 4, all nodes can "hear" each other. No "hidden nodes problem" situation
exists in both test plans. This may be the reason why RTS-CTS mechanism has little
effects on DATA packet transmission success rate, because RTS-CTS handshaking could
play a role in improve transmission accuracy mostly in situations like "hidden nodes
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problem". In this test setup, back-off scheme is sufficient enough to reduce transmission
collision
Overhead in this test scenario dropped to 35% - 43% from 40% - 47% in scenario
2, due to the elimination of RTS-CTS control packet exchange. Latency does not change
much because the small-sized RTS or CTS packets' transmission delay and propagation
delay is small enough to be omitted. Queued packet number is similar in both test plans.
Therefore, without compromise of success rate and latency, it may be applicable to
eliminate RTS-CTS scheme in this test setup.
Test plan 5: The test environment is set up identically as test plan 2, but the
DATA packets' length transmitted in this test plan are 128 bytes. Back-off and RTS-CTS
mechanisms are used with a contention window size of 16 slot times.
Test plan 6: Based on test plan 5, we continue to double the DATA packet size to
examine its effect on algorithm performance. All the other conditions and parameters
remain the same as test plan 5. Back-off and RTS-CTS mechanisms are used with a
contention window size of 16 slot times. Both test plan 5 and 6 consist six test scenarios each scenario has different number of client nodes (from 2 nodes to 7 nodes).
Table 7.12: Test Plan 5 Success Rate, Latency, Average Hops and Queued Packet
Number
Success
Rate

Latency
(s)

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)

Average
Hop

Maximum
Hop

Average
Queued Packet
Number

2 nodes

100.0000%

0.656255

32.8128

1

1

0

3 nodes

100.0000%

1.089335

54.4668

1.5

2

0

4 nodes

98.9542%

1.722690

86.1345

2

3

0.0105183

5 nodes

98.0886%

2.600351

130.0176

2

3

0.1250437

6 nodes

97.8075%

3.022282

151.1141

2

3

0.1573540

7 nodes

97.6421%

3.128435

156.4218

2

3

0.1776112

Table 7.12 to Table 7.14 records the data collected in test plan 5 - test cases where
DATA packet size is 128 bytes while other conditions keep consistent with those in test
plan 2. Table 7.15 to Table 7.17 records the results from test plan 6, the DATA packets
size is 256 bytes, while other conditions stay the same with test plan 2.
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Table 7.13: Test Plan 5 Overhead and Latency Categorized by Hops
1 hop Latency (s)

2 hop Latency (s)

3 hop Latency (s)

Overhead

2 nodes

0.656255

-

-

40.7407%

3 nodes

0.678872

1.494223

-

30.4348%

4 nodes

0.742262

1.678083

2.685411

26.1538%

5 nodes

1.126150

2.231286

3.738655

25.5814%

6 nodes

1.125880

2.665816

4.275725

25.2336%

7 nodes

1.204115

2.757738

4.386442

25.0000%

Table 7.14: Test Plan 5 Success Rate Categorized by Hops
1 hop success rate

2 hop success rate

3 hop success rate

2 nodes

100.0000%

-

-

3 nodes

100.0000%

100.0000%

-

4 nodes

99.6979%

98.4872%

98.4277%

5 nodes

99.3151%

96.5517%

98.6014%

6 nodes

99.6689%

97.3510%

96.3576%

7 nodes

99.3631%

96.7949%

96.7532%

Table 7.15: Test Plan 6 Success Rate, Latency, Average Hops and Queued Packet
Number
Success
Rate

Latency
(s)

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)

Average
Hop

Maximu
m Hop

Average
Queued Packet
Number

2 nodes

100.0000%

1.078323

53.9162

1

1

0

3 nodes

99.6183%

1.508040

75.4020

1.5

2

0.004651

4 nodes

99.4202%

2.576712

128.8356

2

3

0.060041

5 nodes

97.2366%

3.852372

192.6186

2

3

0.140768

6 nodes

97.1891%

4.857753

242.8877

2

3

0.273236

7 nodes

96.8079%

5.249786

262.4893

2

3

0.302002
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Table 7.16: Test Plan 6 Overhead and Latency Categorized by Hops
1 hop Latency (s)

2 hop Latency (s)

3 hop Latency (s)

Overhead

2 nodes

1.078323

-

-

25.5814%

3 nodes

1.043224

2.129688

-

17.9487%

4 nodes

1.146768

2.612528

3.861848

15.0442%

5 nodes

1.472393

3.919549

6.286017

14.6667%

6 nodes

1.909492

4.467016

8.364605

14.4385%

7 nodes

2.184833

4.767851

8.811627

14.2857%

Table 7.17: Test Plan 6 Success Rate Categorized by Hops
1 hop success rate

2 hop success rate

3 hop success rate

2 nodes

100.0000%

-

-

3 nodes

100.0000%

99.2188%

-

4 nodes

100.0000%

98.1818%

100.0000%

5 nodes

95.8621%

97.5524%

98.2394%

6 nodes

96.2963%

98.5981%

96.6981%

7 nodes

97.8378%

97.5543%

95.0820%

(1) Success rate experiences a decreasing trend when the network includes a large
number of nodes, especially in 256 DATA packet size scenarios, as shown in Figure
7.11;

Figure 7.11: Comparison of Transmission Success Rate in Test Plan 2, 5 and 6
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(2) Larger size DATA packet's test plan experiences steeper latency increase
when the number of nodes grows, as shown in Figure 7.12;

Figure 7.12: Comparison of Delivery Latency in Test Plan 2, 5 and 6
(3) The increase of queued packets number is accompanied with the increase of
DATA packets' size, while it remains relatively low. Figure 7.13 concludes and displays
this trend.

Figure 7.13: Comparison of Average Queued Packets in Test Plan 2, 5 and 6
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Although the possible reasons behind the above observations are all discussed in previous
analysis, we would like to take a further step to investigate the connection among the
network load, delivery latency, and success rate. Table 7.18 summarizes network loads in
test plan 2, 5, and 6. Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 draw lines describing the relationship
between network loads with latency or success rate, respectively.
Table 7.18: Network Load Summary Table
Number of
Cluster
Nodes

Network Load
(64 Bytes DATA
Packet Scenario,
bits/sec)

Network Load
(128 Bytes DATA
Packet Scenario,
bits/sec)

Network Load
(256 Bytes DATA
Packet Scenario,
bits/sec)

2

12.6667

20.0000

30.6667

3

32.6667

48.6667

80.6667

4

60.0000

92.0000

156.0000

5

80.0000

122.6667

208.0000

6

100.0000

153.3333

260.0000

7

120.0000

189.3333

312.0000

It is easily found that transmission latency increases nearly proportionally with network
load; they nearly form a linear relationship. In other words, network traffic intensity has
direct impact on transmission latency. The heavier the network traffic is, the longer
delivery latency will be expected.

Figure 7.14: Network Load vs. Transmission Latency
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In contrast, no proportional association between network load and transmission success
rate is linked; success rate fluctuates against network traffic. However, in an overall
overview, success rate fluctuates down when the traffic gets heavier. Network load
obviously is not the only factor or the direct factor affecting success rate. A more direct
bond with success rate is found to be the number of network nodes, as examined in the
previous discussion. It is reasonable because the interaction among the network nodes,
such as collision avoidance efforts, is an explicit cause of transmission failure. Thus, it
can be concluded that number of network nodes, network loads, and many other possible
factors together decide the potential transmission success rate.

Figure 7.15: Network Load vs. Transmission Success Rate
Another noteworthy observation is the overhead change among the three test
plans. Figure 7.16 shows the relation among the DATA packet size, number of network
nodes and routing overhead. Generally, a higher number of routing control messages
causes higher overhead. The MAC Layer generates a fixed size of RTS, CTS, and ACK
messages for each transmission of DATA packets. Once the network is established, only
the fixed number and size of broadcast messages are needed to satisfy the maintenance of
routing connections in the network, regardless of the increased cluster client number or
traffic load. Consequently, when the size of DATA packet increases, routing overhead
decreases since the additional traffic is all from DATA packets. For the same reason,
routing overhead is lower when the number of cluster clients increases.
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Figure 7.16: DATA Packet Size vs. Routing Overhead
Overall, the routing overhead is low in the test plans designed in this work, especially
when DATA packets have a larger size. This is probably a very unique feature of MMTbased algorithm. Firstly, MMT algorithm adopts a proactive routing approach rather than
a reactive approach. The second reason can be attributed to a high transmission success
rate and better throughput due to the CSMA/CA protocol. Another reason relies on the
robustness of the MMT framework: routing link failure is handled locally by MMT
instead of resending the updated link information or rediscovering routes that are
implemented by other MANET routing algorithms.
Test plan 7: This test plan involves network-wide peer-to-peer transmission.
Firstly multiple nodes are forming a MANET based on MMT algorithm, as shown in
Figure 7.1, with Node UID = 1 as cluster head. Assuming every node in the network has
the knowledge of other nodes' existence (e.g. the list of nodes that exist in the network
and their UIDs, which will pre-programmed in the system), after the network become
steady, every node would send 64 bytes length DATA packets every 12 seconds to
another node in the network. Their DATA packet destination is targeted on every other
node in the network circularly. The cluster head will use its best routes from its cluster
VID table to deliver the packets to the destination; for cluster clients, they would firstly
send the data packets to the cluster head using their best VID, and then the cluster head
would transit the packet by checking an optimal route on cluster VID table. This test plan
consists six test scenarios - each scenario has different number of client nodes (from 2
nodes to 7 nodes).
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In this test plan, all the clients transmit the DATA packet to cluster head first, and
then cluster head chooses the best routes (VID) to forward the packet to the destination.
As a result, maximum of two hops are necessary for a complete DATA packet
transmission. And different from test plan 2 and 3, the cluster head is not only a DATA
packet destination or source, but also it is the only transit node in the cluster - nearly all
the DATA packets will be processed through the cluster head to reach the destination.
This requires more processing capacity from the cluster head. By this way the cluster
head becomes the bottleneck point of the whole network.
Table 7.19 illustrates the results. Despite the excessive stress on the cluster head,
the DATA packet delivery success rate is still very high. This again proves that the MAC
layer protocol adopted in the designed system is efficient to deal with medium access
confliction. And this also further validates that the MMT-based system designed in this
thesis is not only well functioning and precise in processing signals according to
hardware requirements and MMT algorithm software specifications, but it is also robust
enough to manage demanding processing needs.
Table 7.19: Test Plan 7 Success Rate, Latency, Average and Maximum hops

Latency (s)

Latency
(Number of
Slot Times)

Average
Hop

Maximum
Hop

100.0000%

0.550583

27.5292

1.0000

1

3 nodes

99.5146%

0.964820

48.2410

1.3333

2

4 nodes

99.5238%

1.059467

52.9734

1.5000

2

5 nodes

98.9496%

1.133803

56.6902

1.6000

2

6 nodes

98.7013%

1.248102

62.4051

1.6667

2

7 nodes

98.4520%

1.983492

99.1746

1.7143

2

Success
Rate
2 nodes

DATA packet delivery latency grows as the number of network nodes increases. Besides
the reasons discussed before, such as the increased network load and the increased
number of average hops, latency may also originate from the cluster head bottleneck
effect because so many packets will come into the cluster head at a short period of time.
Consequently the packets would be queued before getting processed, which introduces
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additional delay. Thus, the processing speed at the cluster head greatly influences the
delivery latency.
Test plan 8: Test Plan 8 is also network-wide peer-to-peer DATA packet delivery
but the environment is set up in a large range so that a node may not "hear" from the
nodes that are far away from itself. This test plan extends the cluster formation scenario
shown in Figure 7.3. Nodes begin to transmit the DATA packet every 12 seconds to
every other node in the network circularly after the stabilization of the cluster formation.
The same as test plan 7, cluster clients always choose its best VID to forward DATA
packets to the cluster head before the cluster head transits the packets to the destination
by optimal routes.
Test plan 8 aims to verify the MMT algorithm's multihop routing functionality in
a larger transmission range as shown in Figure 7.3. In Figure 7.3, some nodes may not
"hear" the other nodes directly, and the MMT algorithm has already formed a cluster as
described before. When transporting DATA packets, optimal VID is utilized at the
DATA source to hand over the packet to the cluster head first. Then the cluster head uses
its best route to deliver the packet to the destination. In this work, this process happened
consistently and correctly. For instance, after source Node UID = 4 initiates a DATA
packet to Node UID = 5, it applies its VID 112 to transmit the packet to the cluster head
via Node UID = 2; then, the cluster head finds the shortest routes to Node UID = 5 based
on VID 111 and sends the packet to the destination via Node UID = 3. Although the
packet is correctly delivered to the destination based on the MMT algorithm and four
hops were utilized, however, in reality Node UID = 4 and Node UID = 5 is only one hop
away. This non-optimal route is resolved by a new improved MMT algorithm.
Table 7.20: Test Plan 8 Success Rate and Latency by Hops
Success
Rate

99.2576%

One Hop
Two Hops
Three Hops
Four Hops
DATA Delivery DATA Delivery DATA Delivery DATA Delivery
Latency
Latency
Latency
Latency
0.660583 sec. /
33.0292 slot
times

1.416851 sec. /
70.8426 slot
times
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2.213427 sec. /
110.6714 slot
times

2.961029 sec. /
148.05150 slot
times

To further test MMT algorithm, Node UID = 3 was removed from the setup. In the
previous DATA delivery scene (Node UID = 4 to Node UID = 5), once the cluster head
finds out Node UID = 3 disappears, it chooses redundant route VID = 11 -> VID = 111 to
deliver the packet to Node UID = 5, which still ensures successful delivery. At the same
time, the network reconfigures itself by exchanging management messages to adapt to the
topology change, as shown in Figure 7.17.

Figure 7.17: Network Self-reconfiguration Results by Removing Node UID = 3
In summary, the above test plans gave an initial examination on the MMT-based system
and MMT algorithm. The MMT-based systems are well designed, and they function
accurately and effectively. In all of the MMT-based system test plans, high transmission
success rate, low latency, and low overhead are observed. Furthermore, the results
obtained from the MMT-based system are consistent with existing MMT algorithm
simulation work [5] [25].

7.4 Evaluation of Different MMT-based System Design Approaches on
FPGA
In this MMT system design and implementation practice, different design approaches
resulted in very different resource usage rates and speed. The full hardware MMT system
design utilized less FPGA resources than System-on-Chip methodology as shown in
Table 7.21, while achieving better performance in terms of maximum frequency as
shown in Table 7.22. The other feature of a full hardware MMT system is concurrency,
which allows different layers of the networking system to manage complex computations
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simultaneously, resulting in faster processing capacity than sequential software programs.
More custom hardware leads to better performance and lower FPGA resource usage. In
some cases, better processing speed does not necessarily improve overall performance of
the MANET system, since the low data transmission rate may become a bottleneck of the
system. Specifically in this design practice where the processing speed is much higher
than the 9600 bps packet transmission rate, the system always has enough capacity to
process incoming packets. However, when ultra-fast physical layer technology is
employed in the transmitter and receiver, processing speed of the system hardware and
software directly determine the overall system processing power, so adoption of
appropriate platform and design approach becomes a key to achieve desired performance.
Table 7.21: FPGA Hardware Resource Utilization by Different Design Approaches

Logic Utilization

MMT SoC System
(MAC Implemented
as Hardware)
Used
Utilization

MMT FPGA Fully
Hardware System

MMT SoC System
(MAC Implemented
as Software)
Used
Utilization

Used

Utilization

Number of Slice Flip
Flops

2268

24%

3311

35%

3805

40%

Number of 4 input
LUTs

4423

47%

3420

36%

3827

41%

2347

50%

3109

66%

3436

73%

98

42%

53

22%

57

24%

8

40%

16

80%

15

75%

Number of occupied
Slices
Number of bonded
IOBs
Number of BRAMs

Table 7.22: Maximum Clock Rate by Different Design Approaches
Design Approach

MMT FPGA Fully
Hardware System

Estimate Maximum
Frequency

81.840MHz

MMT SoC System
MMT SoC System
(MAC Implemented (MAC Implemented
as Hardware)
as Software)
62.790MHz

62.790MHz

Despite lower resources utilization rate and higher speed, full FPGA MMT system design
suffers from long development time. Its function verification procedure, including the test
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bench design, functional and timing simulation, and debug environment development,
contributes the majority of implementation time.
The MMT system design in this work eliminated the consideration of power
consumption, which is crucial in some MANET applications where battery life of
MANET portable devices is limited. Although most current available FPGAs are not very
power-efficient [73], there is continuous research effort to achieve low-power
consumption in FPGAs, and it will make FPGA a more competent platform for portable
mobile wireless systems.
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Chapter 8

General Conclusion and Future Work

The increasing importance of wireless ad hoc networks brings new challenges to
engineers in several fields. This thesis focuses on a novel MMT algorithm’s
implementation and its initial performance evaluation.
In this work, after an overview and review of MANET protocols, MMT algorithm
- an integrated routing, clustering and MAC framework based on a meshed tree principle
– is described to give a theoretical background of this thesis. CSMA/CA MAC algorithm
deployed in this thesis is also illustrated. Then, different design and implementation
approaches of a well-functioning MMT-based system are presented. The system utilizes
FPGA as a flexible hardware resource and follows a hardware-software co-design
methodology.
This MMT-based system platform offers a very good opportunity to investigate
different aspects of MMT networks. Performance characteristics of different welldesigned test scenarios were analyzed to validate the functionality of a MMT-based
system and identify the advantages of a MMT framework in MANET. The MMT-based
systems are capable of generating and processing packets or signals accurately.
Throughout test results in lab-setting environments conducted in this thesis and
comparative simulation results from published literatures, multiple advantages of the
MMT algorithm have been demonstrated, such as overall high DATA packet delivery
success rates, low latency, low overhead, and few queued packets at network nodes.
There are a few areas that should be further explored in future work. Firstly, the
MMT-based system design presented in this thesis investigates the FPGA platform;
however, many other platforms are also available and worth being studied for MANET
system design, such as ASICS or general processors. For the FPGA platform alone, many
other design approaches can still be researched. For instance, FPGA is a great platform
for reconfigurable computing at runtime MANET system design.
The second part of future work is the possible improvement or enhancement to
the MMT algorithm and MAC protocol employed in this work. Although the MMTbased system exhibits promising results, there is space for potential better achievement
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theoretically or practically. Furthermore, more advanced hardware technology such as
more accurate RF transmitter and receiver can also improve system’s performance by
increasing transmission success rate, and consequently, lowering delivery latency.
The test scenarios proposed in this work aims to give an initial examination of the
MMT-based system and MMT algorithms in MANET. Due to the limitation of facilities,
a maximum of seven nodes are utilized in this work. Future work that involves more
nodes, such as 20 nodes, 50 nodes or 100 nodes, would greatly benefit the research of
performance analysis of the MMT framework in a large network nodes scenario and in
more diverse settings. Scenarios of inter-cluster DATA packets delivery would also be
made possible. Furthermore, intense mobility of the network nodes could be brought into
the test scenarios by researchers carrying the MMT-based system and moving arbitrarily
in a large space so that MMT algorithms could be studied in a more applicable
environment. The nature of MANET opens opportunities and makes its routing algorithm
testing and analysis more interesting and exciting.
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